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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

FOREWORD 

The ACP- EU Joint Assembly has expressed in different resolutions its concern for the possible 
repercussions of climate change on Small Island States. At its 22nd session in Windhoek 
(Namibia), 19-22 March 1996, the Joint Assembly adopted a resolution in which it instructed its 
Co- Presidents to organise at its 23rd session a hearing on the subject of climate change and the 
resultant environmental and health problems which are specifically associated with Small Island 
States. The Joint Assembly further called for the creation of a Working Group to assess the impact 
of climate change on the Small Island developing countries of the ACP and to propose strategies 
for heightening international awareness of the dangers caused by climate change to their fragile 
eco-systems and economies. 

The present document contains the various contributions made at the hearing and could serve as 
a background document for the Working Group and other interested parties. 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL FOR RESEARCH 
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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

Opening remarks by Lord Plumb, MEP 
Co- President of the ACP- EU Joint Assembly 

This morning this Assembly will discuss a subject that affects us all, whether we are living in 
an European industrialised city, in the desert of Africa, or on a small atoll in the middle of the 
ocean. 

Climate Change is one of the main and, at the same time, most elusive environmental and 
development problems with which the world has to cope. Global warming will not necessarily 
lead to a disaster in the short term, its projected effects will be felt throughout the world over 
decades. 

Scientists, working together in the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have, in their 
Second Assessment Report in December 1995, confirmed that "the balance of evidence 
suggests a discernable human influence on the global climate". The IPCC expects that 
without specific policies to mitigate climate change, the average global surface temperature 
compared to 1990 is projected to increase by about 2°C; average sea -level is projected to rise 
by about 50 centimetres above present levels by the year 2100. 

The IPCC notes as well that the projected changes in climate will result in significant, often 
adverse, impacts on many ecological systems and socio-economic sectors, including food 
supply and water resources, and on human health. In some cases, the impacts are potentially 
irreversible. Developing countries and Small Island States are more vulnerable to climate 
change. 

It is precisely this analysis by the IPCC that brings the issue of climate change to our agenda. In 
this Assembly the representatives of many of the countries most vulnerable to the impact of 
climate change regularly exchange views with representatives of a major industrialised block -
the European Union. 

At the United Nations the Small Island States united in the debate on climate change. In 1990 
they formed the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), currently representing 42 island 
states and overseas territories. "We are the canary in the coalmine" said once the Minister of 
the Environment in Barbados, Senator Harcourt Lewis. "We are the early warning system of 
global environmental problems that require urgent attention." 

The representatives of the Small Island States and certain European Parliamentarians in this 
Assembly have taken the initiative to hold this hearing. Its aim is not only to draw attention to 
serious problems that small islands will face but also, as the canary in the coalmine, to show 
that the North will also be affected. 
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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

It was emphasised in the ministerial declaration that the principle of equity and of common but 
differentiated responsibilities, according to capability, applies to all signatories of the Climate 
Change Framework Convention. The industrialised countries have committed themselves to taking 
the lead in modifying longer- term trends in emissions at source, and to the removal by sinking 
of greenhouse gasses. The industrialised countries are further committed to supporting the 
developing countries, through specific timely action in their national priorities for sustainable 
development. 

I hope that this hearing will encourage all our countries to implement their commitments in this 
regard in the framework of the Lome Convention. 

Today we have a selected group of speakers who are the leading world experts in the field of 
climate change, many of whom have travelled a great distance to be present today. I would like 
to welcome them all here in Luxembourg. 
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Opening statement by H.E. Michael I. King 
Ambassador of Barbados on behalf of the A CP Group 

Mr Co-President, Members of the Joint Assembly, Excellencies, Invited Guests, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, it is indeed with great pleasure and deep satisfaction that I observe that this Public 
Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States has become a reality. 

This matter was first drawn to the attention of the Joint Assembly in July 1994. It was then, just 
three months after the United Nations Global Conference on the Sustainable Development of Small 
Island Developing States was held in Bridgetown, Barbados, and two years after the UN 
Conference on the Environment and Development was held in Rio de Janeiro; and it was at the 
Barbados Conference that the peculiar vulnerability of SIDS to climate change and sea -level rise 
was universally recognised. 

Our efforts here in the Joint Assembly, coupled with the recent establishment of the ACP 
Subcommittee on Environment, Fisheries and Tropical Timber now provide the impetus for the 
ACP- EU partners to play a more significant and dynamic role in matters related to climate 
change. Indeed, it is hoped that future cooperation in this area will be a complement to the work 
being undertaken in the UN system, especially in those regions where the EU countries have 
special historical relationships. 

You may recall that at the Second Session of the Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, held in Geneva last July, further calls were made for the creation 
of a legally binding agreement in time for the Third Conference of the Parties. The desired 
provisions should include a programme geared towards the phasing out of C02 emissions with the 
target years of 2005, 2010 and 2020. 

While it is incumbent upon both the Small Island States of the ACP Group and the member states 
of the EU to limit harmful C02 emissions, there is a more pressing need for the developed 
countries of the EU to meet the proposed targets. 

The decision taken to create a Working Group of the Joint Assembly on Climate Change now 
provides us with the opportunity to consider the views from both sides. The preliminary step in 
this dialogue is today's hearing to which experts from the affected regions and the major 
international institutions involved in the critical study of climate change have been invited. 

This session would not have been possible without the persistent efforts of Mrs Maartje Van 
Putten, the support of the Secretariat of the European Parliament and the invaluable contributions 
from the invited experts. 

I sincerely hope that after listening to today's presentations, the issue of climate change in Small 
Island States will receive the level of attention that the subject deserves. 
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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

Introduction by Mrs Maartje van Putten, MEP 
Member of the ACP-EU Joint Assembly 

Effective prevention of climate change requires global cooperation. So I am very happy that 
this hearing, with representatives from both the ACP- countries and the EU, is finally taking 
place. My expectations of this hearing are high. 

Although climate change is a global phenomenon, the effects of it are obviously not identical 
for each and every region in the world. Without losing sight of the wider scale of the problem, 
it is necessary that some regions should get special attention to begin with. And as Lord Plumb 
said 'the Small Island States are the canaries of the mines'. Coming from the Netherlands, a 
country below sea -level with its famous dikes, it is totally clear to me why the Small Island 
States are at the forefront of the debate. 

Little imagination is needed to foresee the potential impacts of climate change for those islands, 
but also for coastal zones in general. In the long term, their very existence. Cyclones are 
becoming more frequent and more violent and their incidence, or their pattern, is closely 
correlated to the rise of greenhouse gas emissions and the growth in GDP, as was pointed out at 
the Geneva meeting by the global Dynamics Institute based in Rome. Small Island States are 
already experiencing repeated and sometimes major damage from these global climate related 
storms and weather trends. The short- term effects of a rise in sea -level or changes in storm 
patterns could, for example, be the erosion of shores and associated habitats, increased coastal 
flooding etc. In many states, settlements, industrial complexes, ports and tourist resorts are 
located near the sea. These countries are therefore extremely vulnerable, not to mention the 
effects of higher temperatures on biodiversity, agriculture, ocean fisheries and human health. 

Global warming also has dangerous effects in other places in the world. I understand that there 
is methane gas below the icecap for instance in the North of Canada and Russia. I visited the 
North- west Territories in the far North of Canada last year. The Inuit, the first nation people 
in this federal state were already alarmed by the decrease in the density of the icecap on the 
lakes. When this gas breaks through the ice, the effects will be disastrous. Moreover, the 
icecap is like a mirror for the sun. The heat of the sun is reflected by the icecap. In other 
words: break the mirror and the heat will be retained. 

For those who do not yet know: forests can walk. When the temperature changes, as it has 
done during the history of the globe, forests start growing in other zones. But.. this change 
needs time. The migration of the forests can't keep up with temperature change. The forests 
will die and already fires are occurring more frequently in Canada and Russia. 

In 1990, the year of the so -called Toronto target, emissions were already 25% higher than 
during the pre- industrial era at the beginning of the 1900's. If we really want to meet this 
target, we should immediately cut the human source emissions by 60%. 
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In July 1996, during the second session of the conference of parties to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, the second assessment report of the IPCC was 
endorsed. This is or should be, of vital importance for the future of climate policies and for future 
decision making on measures regarding climate change. 

The IPCC report concluded that: "The balance of evidence suggests a discernable human influence 
on global climate". Although the precautionary principle is in itself reason enough to take action, 
this conclusion of the international community should encourage us to take decisive measures in 
the very near future. 

WHAT IS NEEDED: 

Global fossil fuel consumption has to be radically reduced towards targets which strongly limit 
further damage. Also, the implementation of these targets must be shared equitably between all 
the people that are at risk. 

As a participant in the decision- making process and as a member of the EP, I feel that it is my 
responsibility to ask for progress. I therefore regret the incapacity of the European decision
makers to install an EU- wide C02 tax. Another important policy direction is the development of 
an energy policy which focuses on sustainable energy both for the so- called North and the South. 
The developing South is being drawn into further dependency on the unsustainable Northern 
economies. In 1993, the OECD- countries met in Paris and conceded that the biomass based 
communities, such as those in Africa, are more sustainable than the fossil fuel dependent 
economies of the North. 

We must avoid failure at Kyoto in Japan next year when all parties sit around the table again. In 
fact, we remain hostages to the US standpoint, which is: Comprehensive agreement for all 
countries or nothing. The danger is that we only have 15 months to Kyoto, but some people are 
hoping the AOSIS protocol can be saved. The problem is that AOSIS only refers to industrial 
countries, which in itself is understandable, but which the US will veto all over again. 

The real question is how can we overcome this veto or deadlock. The answer is that all countries 
must be involved. The price of all countries being involved is the equitable distribution of the 
remaining fossil fuel consumption, meaning that consumption should be more in proportion to 
people or populations. This is not communist talk of the past. Then, equity was for the sake of 
equity. But now we are talking about equity for survival. 

We are close to a situation where the South rightfully puts forward compensation claims for 
damages caused by the impact of climate change. Two thirds of the world's population have 6% 
of the GDP whilst the remaining third has 94% of GDP. So the consumption of one third of the 
world creates the majority of the emission problem. If that is not worked out it will mean that the 
small group of rich countries will create the problem for everybody else. Crazily, it is the poor 
who are forced into subsidising the existence of the climate problem. Did we not proclaim that 
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subsidies should be abolished? But at the moment it seems that we are more prepared to abolish 
the people instead. 
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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

Presentation by Dr Leonard A. Nurse 
Director, Coastal Zone Management Unit, Barbados 

11IE VULNERABILITY OF SMALL ISLAND DEVELOPING STATES TO THE IMPACTS 
OF PROJECTED CLIMATE CHANGE 

While the global scientific community acknowledges that various uncertainties exists in current 
climate change model projections, THERE IS COMMON AGREEMENT THAT SMALL 
ISLAND DEVELOPING STATES ARE THE MOST VULNERABLE TO CLIMATE CHANGE 
IMPACTS. 

CRITICAL ATTRIBUTES OF MOST SIDS 

- Limited physical size; 
- Limited natural resources; 
- Generally low -lying; 
- Heavily dependent on coastal and marine resources; 
- Generally high population densities, especially along coasts; 
- Limited availability of (and access to) capital; 
- Generally weak infrastructure; 
- Scarcity of scientific and technical skills. 

VULNERABILITY INDEX FOR DIFFERENT 
CATEGORIES OF COUNTRIES 

Highest vulnerability is indicated by values closest to 1. 

COUNTRY GROUPS 
All Countries 
Developed 
SIDS 
Other Island Developing Countries 

INDEX 
0.376 
0.208 
0.590 
0.539 

Note: The index is calculated as the average of three variables: export dependence; insularity and 
remoteness; proneness to natural disasters 

Source: IPCC Second Assessment Report, WGlll (1995). 
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS AND SIDS 

BIOGEOPHYSICAL IMPACTS 

- Sea - Level Rise: current best estimates, based on most reliable models, suggest a rate of 5.0 
mm yr- 1 (range of uncertainty 2.0-9.0 mm yr- 1

). While slightly lower than 1990 projections, 
still 2 - 5 times the rate experienced in the last 100 years. Moreover, model projections show 
that sea level will continue to rise beyond 2100, due to lags in climate response even with 
assumed stabilization of global GHG emissions. 

- Although the response will vary from island to island, SLR of this magnitude would have 
severe implications for SIDS - particularly very low -lying atolls e.g. Tokelau, Marshall 
Islands, Tuvalu, Maldives, Kiribati could possibly disappear; major population displacements 
would be experienced in Micronesia, Palau, Nauru, French Polynesia, Cook Islands and 
Tonga, among others (IPCC SAR, 1995, WGlll). 

- SIDS with extensive coastal plains and little highland would also be highly vulnerable e.g. 
Bahamas, Antigua, Barbados. 

COASTAL PROTECTION COSTS FOR SELECTED SIDS 

COUNTRY 

Anguilla 
Cocos (Keeling Is.) 
Kiribati 
Maldives 
Marshall Islands 
Seychelles 
St. Kitts- Nevis 
Tokelau 
Turks and Caicos 
Tuvalu 

PROTECTION COST 
(% of annual GNP) 

10.31 
5.82 

18.79 
34.33 
7.04 
5.51 
2.65 

11.11 
8.10 

14.14 

Sources: IPCC First Assessment Report, WGll (1990); 
IPCC Second Assessment Report, WG 11 (1995). 

Extreme Events: given the limitations· of the climate models, it is not possible to state with 
certainty, at this stage, whether there will be a change in the behaviour (including distribution and 
tracks) of tropical storms and hurricanes (typhoons/cyclones). However, it is highly probable that 
an increase in frequency and intensity of these phenomena could occur in a 'warmer world'. Many 
scientists do in fact support this view (Ryan et al. 1992; Haarsma et al. 1993; Houghton, 1994). 
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One study (Emanuel, 1987), predicts a 40- 50% increase in destructive potential of hurricanes 
under 2 x C02• 

The catastrophic events (loss of life, property damage, agricultural losses, damage to infrastructure 
and utilities etc.) associated with recent hurricanes in the Caribbean (e.g. Gilbert, 1988; Hugo, 
1989; Luis and Marilyn, 1995) and similar events in the Pacific in the 1990's are unfortunate 
examples of what could be expected, should an increase in frequency and/or intensity of these 
systems prove to be a real trend. 

SIDS SUFFER DISPROPORTIONATELY FROM SUCH EXTREME EVENTS. 

JAMAICA AND HURRICANE GILBERT 

- Hurricane made landfall on September 12, 1998. 

- Winds of 220 km/hr. 

- Total losses = $US 1.0 billion, or 113 of island's annual Gross National Product. 

- > 40% of housing stock destroyed. 

- Heavy losses in agriculture, tourism, industry, public services and infrastructure. 

- Financial consequences were severe: inflation doubled; trade deficit widened from 7% to 39% 
of GDP (Commonwealth Secretariat, 1991). 

- The Jamaican dollar was further devalued as a direct consequence of the battered economy 
(Clement, 1990). 

Coastal Land Loss: with SLR of 0.5 - LOrn many SIDS (especially atolls and low islands) could 
experience severe erosion and inundation. It is projected that in the Maldives for example, this 
would convert some islands to sandbars, and significantly reduce available dry land on larger, 
more populated islands. In the Marshall Islands, as much as 80% Of all land would be lost. In 
kiribati, land loss though substantially lower, approx. 12.5% would also be significant (IPCC 
SAR, 1995, WG 11). 

Saline Intrusion and loss of freshwater lens have been identified as critical concerns in SIDS. 
These effects would have potentially severe consequences for low -lying coral islands (e.g 
Barbados, Antigua in the C'bean; Nauru, Niue in the Pacific), which are almost completely 
dependent on ground water sources for potable and irrigation supplies. 
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The impact is compounded where aquifer recharge and island width decrease (as result of SLR), 
the effect of which would be a likely reduction in quality and quantity of freshwater (IPCC SAR, 
1995, WG 11). 

Coral Reefs: critical ecosystems to SIDS: 
(i) nursery/habitat for variety of reef fish; 
(ii) dissipate incident wave energy (natural breakwaters); 
(iii) source of sediment/sand to beaches; 
(iv) recreational attractions e.g scuba diving, snorkelling. 

Corals are temperature- sensitive, particularly so where there are departures above 'normal' 
seasonal maxima. They often respond by 'bleaching' (loss of symbiotic zooxanthellae), as 
demonstrated by recent episodes in the Caribbean and Pacific (e.g. 1982/83, 1987). 

If there is significant increase in H20 temperature (3- 4 o C) for extended period ( > 6 months), 
considerable mortality is likely. 

If temperature increase is lower (1-2° C) for limited period, bleached corals may recover, but 
show reduced growth and reproductive capacity. 

While most reefs could cope with projected SLR, elevated H20 levels, coupled with existing 
maninduced stresses (e.g. pollution), would be disastrous. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

IT CAN BE STATED WITH HIGH CONFIDENCE THAT SIDS ARE LIKELY TO 
EXPERIENCE CONSIDERABLE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DISLOCATION, 
RELATED TO CLIMATE CHANGE AND SLR. 

- Tourism: this is a significant sector of economies of most SIDS in Caribbean, Pacific and 
Indian Ocean. Tourism is the largest contributor to GNP in many SIDS (Antigua -69%; 
Bahamas -53%). The sector earns valuable foreign exchange (e.g. in Maldives - $US 94.0 
million in 1994 = 74% of total foreign exchange earning for that year. Moreover, Tourism 
generates significant employment in SIDS. 

- Climate change and SLR would impact on tourism in many ways, directly and indirectly: beach 
erosion-; ecosystem and related amenity degradation; infrastructure damage; diminution in 
quantity and quality of freshwater supplies etc. 

Agriculture: Few specific studies conducted on the impact of climate change on agriculture in 
SIDS. Little quantification of sensitivities directly related to agriculture. However, those 
investigations conducted conclude the following: 
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Generally crop yields would be lower due to reduced solar radiation (resulting from increased 
cloudiness), higher temperature (shorter growth duration and increased sterility), and water 
availability (drought and inundation). Salinity intrusion would also reduce soil fertility (IPCC 
SAR, 1995). 

Singh (1994) projects that for Pacific SIDS: 

(i) extension of the dry season (by as few as an additional 45 days) would DECREASE maize 
yields by 30-5 0%, sugar cane by 10- 35% and taro by 35-75%. 

(ii) Significantly increased rainfall (50%+) in wet season would INCREASE taro yields by 
5-15%, but would REDUCE rice yields by 10-20 • 10 and maize yields by between 30-100%. 

Human Health: with an increase in frequency and intensity of extreme weather events (storms, 
floods etc.), more deaths, injury, infectious diseases (vector and non- vector borne) and 
psychological disorder would result, especially in the poorest, most vulnerable countries (IPCC 
SAR, 1995, WGll). Many SIDS fall into this category. 

The negative impact of climate change on crop yields, fisheries and food availability in general, 
could increase the prevalence of malnutrition and hunger, especially in children. Again SIDS 
would undeniably be a high risk group. 

Since many SIDS are likely to experience reductions in available freshwater supplies, there is a 
high probability that deteriorating sanitary and hygienic conditions would lead to increased 
proliferation and transmission of infectious diseases. 

CASE STUDY 
IMPACT OF SLR ON THE MARSHALL ISLANDS 

Assumption: Accelerated sea level rise of l.Om by 2100. 

Impacts: 

i. 10-30% shoreline retreat/erosion. 

ii. Dry land loss of 65 hectares (160 acres) out of a total of 202 hectares (500 acres), on most 
densely populated part of atoll. 

iii. Significant increase in frequency of severe floods by wave run up and overtopping; flooding 
of half of atoll even from normal yearly run up events. 

iv. Reduction in size of freshwater lens - critical during periods of drought. 
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v. Loss of significant amount of arable land ( > 60%) increased dependence on imported foods. 

vi. Coastal protection costs 4-6 times current GOP. 
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Presentation by Mr Donald Stewart 
Acting Director of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme 
(SPREP) 

A Regional Approach to Climate Change 

Introduction 

1. The Pacific Ocean is the largest geographical feature on earth. It covers about one third of the 
planet's surface. On my journey here, it took 4 hours to fly from Samoa to New Zealand and 
another 14 hours from New Zealand to the west coast of the United States - all of it over water 
- and still I was only half way to Europe. 

2. Within the immensity of this great ocean lies an area long known to Europeans in legend and 
fable as the South Pacific. In fact, this region extends well north of the equator to include the many 
islands of Micronesia, the high islands of Melanesia in the west and the scattered islands of 
Polynesia to the east and south. 

3. Some 3,000 individual islands are dispersed across the map of the South Pacific. History and 
the colonial experience have led to their being consolidated into 22 separate political entities. 
Sixteen of these are today independent nations, the other six still being territories of France, New 
Zealand and the United States. While most of these islands are tiny, and their populations 
minuscule by global standards, the combined area of their exclusive economic zones totals a 
staggering 30 million square kilometres. The geographical uniqueness arising from such factors, 
plus strong traditional cultures, give rise to circumstances and conditions peculiar to this region 
and consequently to the need to seek unique solutions to its problems; or, at the very least, to adapt 
methods tried elsewhere to ensure that they fit into the Pacific context. 

4. In 1982, the region's 22 countries and territories combined with Australia, France, New 
Zealand and the United States to establish the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme -
known as SPREP. From small beginnings we have grown into an autonomous, intergovernmental, 
regional organisation with headquarters in Apia, Western Samoa. Our aim is to promote 
cooperation in the South Pacific region and to provide assistance in order to protect and improve 
its environment and to ensure sustainable development for present and future generations. To 
achieve these, we are guided by an Action Plan which requires us to address several broad areas 
of environmental concern, but none more critical than Climate Change. 

Background 

5. Climate change and sea level rise are among the most serious environmental threats in the 
region. This is because the majority of Pacific peoples live in low -lying coastal areas which are 
vulnerable to sea -level rise and the adverse effects of climate change. The increased frequency 
and intensity of storms and cyclones combined with even minor increases in sea level may, at 
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most, threaten the very existence of countries and, at least, be a significant impediment to 
sustainable development. As far back as 1988, the South Pacific Forum - the annual gathering 
of the political leaders of the region's independent states - identified changes in climate and sea 
levels from global warming as a priority concern requiring urgent action so as to mitigate or 
reduce its impacts in the region. 

6. Since then, considerable effort has gone into raising awareness of climate change issues and into 
monitoring research developments, developing methodologies for vulnerability assessments, 
monitoring sea levels and strengthening national capacities to improve understanding of the 
science, impacts and responses to climate change and sea level rise. This process involves 
environment officials, planners, meteorologists and the general public. Pacific island countries and 
territories have also been closely associated with international efforts to address climate change. 
Reflecting their concern, most SPREP members have ratified the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 

7 Integrated coastal management (ICM) is being promoted as a means of managing the range of 
human activities and natural processes which affect coastal systems, including climate change and 
sea level rise. The development of national capacities to avoid or mitigate coastal degradation and 
to develop and implement adaptation strategies for climate change and sea level rise will rely 
greatly upon the development and implementation of ICM approaches relevant to Pacific islands. 

SPREP's Climate Change Programme 

8. The objective of SPREP' s Climate Change Programme is to develop an understanding of, and 
the capacity to respond to, ·climate change and sea level rise, particularly through integrated coastal 
management, in the Pacific region. To achieve this objective the Programme coordinates and 
implements activities related to the science and the impacts of climate change and the development 
of viable response options for Pacific island countries. It also provides advice to countries 
concerning their obligations under, and ongoing development of, the UNFCCC. 

Science of climate change 

9. The following projects provide the focus for activities within this area of SPREP' s Climate 
Change Programme: 

- South Pacific Sea Level and Climate Monitoring Project - which involves monitoring and 
measuring sea level rise and climate change parameters and training of personnel from member 
governments on the results in order to develop appropriate policies, with financial assistance 
from Australia, a network of 12 satellite -linked sea level measuring stations has been installed 
across the region; 

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Project for the, tropical Western Pacific which 
involves the monitoring and assessment of in- coming and out- going solar radiation and 
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studies the role of different cloud types in global warming, this project is assisted by the United 
States; 

- Climate Monitoring Project - which involves upgrading meteorological instrumentation, 
training and capacity building in national meteorological offices of the region; 

- Enhancing Meteorological Capacity - which involves training, improving data archiving 
systems and instrumentation, strengthening regional co- operation between Directors of 
Meteorology and increasing collaboration with the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO); 

- Other collaborative work involving UNESCO's Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission (IOC), WMO, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and other 
South Pacific regional institutions such as the South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission. 

Impacts of climate change 

10. In order to improve understanding of the impacts of climate change and sea level rise in the 
region, the following activities are being or have been undertaken: 

- SPREP/UNEP Preparatory Missions - which focused on the impacts of climate change and 
sea level rise on the socio-economic, cultural, and traditional sectors in 9 countries; these 
studies laid the foundation for improving understanding of and response to these is~ues,. 

- National Vulnerability Assessment Studies - which closely examined the natural 
vulnerabilities and resilience of the islands, studies were conducted in 9 countries with 
financial assistance from Australia, France, Japan and the United States, they also attempted 
to trial the IPCC's Common Methodology and its Guidelines for Impacts and Adaptation in the 
region with a view to modifying them in developing a regional framework methodology 
applicable to the countries of the region; the studies identified some very important mitigation 
and adaptation options in dealing with climate and environmental changes - but particularly 
the development of Integrated Coastal Management Plans. 

Implementing the UNFCCC Obligations 

- An important regional role for SPREP is to coordinate and facilitate the process of attracting 
much needed financial assistance for Pacific Islands Parties to UNFCCC from the Global 
Environment Facility (GEF) for National Communication Plans (NCPs). Two GEF funded 
projects - CC:TRAIN (Phase 2) and the Pacific Islands Climate Change Assistance 
Programme (PICCAP) - will be coordinated by SPREP over the next three years. Under the 
NCPs the following areas will be addressed: 

(i) inventories of greenhouse gas sources and sinks; 
(ii) evaluations of mitigation options; 
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(iii) national vulnerability assessments; 
(iv) evaluations of adaptation options; 
(v) national implementation plans, and; 
(vi) first NCP reports. 

Response Options 

11. So far, little attention has been paid to the development of specific response options. However, 
it is expected that the outputs from the activities concerning the science and the impacts of climate 
change and sea level rise, along with the work required to prepare the NCPs, will provide the 
necessary foundation for effective capacity building in this particular area. 

The Way Ahead 

12. Pacific island countries continue to put considerable effort - mainly through the Alliance of 
Small Island States (AOSIS) - into securing meaningful reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. 
However, while reducing emissions remains a priority, it is recognised that efforts are also 
required to prepare for adaptation. The outputs from the SPREP.climate change programme and 
implementation of the UNFCCC obligations indicate that an ICM framework is potentially the 
most effective and realistic strategy for the Small Island States of the Pacific for achieving 
ecological and economic sustainability in dealing with sea level rise and other global, 
environmental changes 

The ICM concept 

13. ICM can be used to establish a framework for planning and management and SPREP is 
currently seeking funding to develop an ICM framework tailored to the Pacific islands. The 
uniqueness of the Pacific Islands will necessitate exploring and piloting the ICM concept and its 
methodologies and approaches in a small number of islands representative of each of the Pacific 
sub- regions. The end result may not be a single solution or methodology but rather a set of 
principles that can be applied either on a national or regional level. 

Past experiences 

14. Until recently, coastal problems and issues in the Pacific region have been dealt with on a 
case- by-case- basis as though they were individual concerns. Projects have tended to be based 
on the concept of sectorally targeted coastal management approaches developed in continental 
countries or by other inappropriate processes. Some of the shortcomings of this sectoral approach 
which, it is now being realised, have actually been constraints to the adoption of an appropriate 
coastal management process in the Pacific, include: 

- culturally inappropriate zoning - the use of zones to delimit marine areas adjacent to Pacific 
islands can be difficult to administer·and enforce, especially where customary ownership of 
those areas takes precedent over common property ownership; 
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- a paucity of data and information about climate change, sea level rise and values of the marine 
environment in general needed for the establishment of complex planning and management 
strategies; 

the lack of centralized coastal planning and management institutions and human and financial 
resources for effective implementation of planning projects at the national and community 
levels. 

15. These approaches tend not to take account of the unique circumstances of Pacific Islands. Most 
problems are too simply defined which results in their bring dealt with in a cursory manner. 
Projects also suffer from lack of coordination. The end result is that a number of coastal 
management and protection plans are sitting on shelves, serving as a reminder that planning and 
management process~s f~r Pacific Island countries need to be much improved. 

Lessons learned 

16. The nature and geography of the Pacific islands has a direct bearing on the style of and the 
approach to sustainable management and development of those islands. For this reason- the ICM 
approach needs to recognise that the impacts of poor decisions will be magnified on small Pacific 
islands principally because of their very 'smallness'. On small islands, the 'coast' may not be 
easily separated into components with well defined boundaries. Integrated coastal management in 
these instances will need to involve management of an island, and sometimes even of a country, 
in its entirety. 

17. It is now recognised that successful implementation of integrated coastal management plans 
which enable appropriate sea level rise response strategies will require: 

education and awareness programs; 
- human and institutional capacity building; 

full stakeholder participation; 
long term stable institutions and funding; and 
appropriate methodologies 

18. During the process of building and implementing management plans under an ICM framework, 
it will also be important to implement those results the 'Pacific Way' wherever possible. The 
Pacific Way recognizes: 

the high level of community involvement in coastal resource management; 

the high level of subsistence economic activity based on coastal resources and therefore 
intimate involvement with the resource; 

strong customary land and marine tenure systems; 
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- the existence of strong indigenous cultures and traditional decision making; 

cultures and communities that are closely attuned to the concepts of family and community and 
the need for sharing of resources; 

the consensus approach to decision making; 

customary resource management practices which are largely of an. integrated, not sectoral 
nature Conclusion 

19. The South Pacific region's unique geographical & cultural factors give rise to the need for 
unique, or tailored, solutions to its environmental problems. Climate change and sea level rise are 
among the most serious of these problems because nearly everyone lives at sea level, in inany cases 
entire countries rise no more than two or three metres above sea level. Within the region, ICM is 
seen as the principle framework for addressing this issue, but its implementation needs to take 
account of the region's specific geographic and cultural factors. A precautionary and flexible 
approach which involves all stakeholders will assist Pacific island coun~ries to respond and adapt 
to climate change and sea level rise now an~ in the future within an I<;M framework. The key to 
success may well be to combine the experience of a.'top down' approach. 

' ' 
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Presentation by Dr Robert Watson 
Senior Scientific Adviser, Environment Department, World Bank, 
Washington and Chairman of Working Group ll of the IPCC 

Addressing Climate Change: 
The Political Context 

- Ultimate Objective of the UNFCCC (Article 2) 

" ... stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would 
prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should be 
achieved within a time frame sufficient to: (I) allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate 
change; (ii) ensure that food production is not threatened; and (iii) enable economic 
development to proceed in a sustainable manner." 

- Other key issues covered by lPCC include: human health, water resources and human 
settlements. 

Article 3 

"take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent of minimize the causes of climate change and 
mitigate its adverse effects. Where there are serious or irreversible effects, lack of full scientific 
knowledge should not be used as a reason for postponing such measures " 

,.global benefits at the lowest cost" 

Climate Change Objectives: 

Implementation Issues 

- Formidable complications for decision- making: 
- considerable remaining scientific/technical uncertainties (SAR) 
- potential for irreversible damages 
- long lag time between emissions and effects (decades- centuries) 

irreducibly global problem 
- wide regional variations in causes and effects (winners and losers) 

- Decisions on implementation entail at least three elements: 
- choice of optimal stabilization level 

choice of optimal emissions pathway 
- choice of technologies and policies 

- Sequential decision- making approach on all elements of decision 
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Time Constants 

Emissions to Concentrations - - - - - Centuries for C02 

Concentration to Temperature - - - - - Decades to Centuries 
Temperature to Sea Level --- --- Many Centuries 
Ecosystem Restoration - - - - - Decades to Centuries 
Species Loss - - - - - Irreversible 
Capital Stock Turnover - - - - - Years to a Century 

Conclusion 
If anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases cause unwanted environmental damage, the 
time to reverse-the damage would be centuries even with a complete cessation of greenhouse 
gas emissions. Therefore, governments cannot wait until cause and effect has been definitively 
established 

Key Findings from IPCC 

Human activities are increasing the atmospheric concentrations of green house gases and in 
some regions, aerosols 

Greenhouse gases warm the atmosptiere, aerosols tend to cool the atmosphere 

The Earth's temperature has warmed over the last 100 years 

The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on the Earth's climate 

Without global climate specific policies to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, the Earth's 
temperature is projected to increase by between 1.5 to 6.5 degrees Fahrenheit by 2100: a rate 
faster than anything observed during the last 10,000 years: 

Greenhouse gas induced global warming can only reversed very slowly because of the 
century- scale atmospheric residence times of the gases and the large thermal inertia of the 
oceans 

Key Findings from IPCC 

Projected changes in climate will result in adverse effects on human health (particularly via 
vector- borne diseases) and many ecological systems (especially forests) and socio-economic 
sectors (e.g., the regional production of food) 

Developing countries will be particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change 
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- A range of cost- effective technologies and policies can be used now in both developed and 
developing countries to markedly reduce the.emissions of greenhouse gases from the energy 
supply sector, energy demand sectors, and land management practices 

- Intranational and intergenerational equity issues are critical for policy formulation 

- There is justification for going beyond a no- regrets strategy 

Observed Changes in Global Climate 

- Major fmding: "The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on climate." 

- Atmospheric concentrations of GHGs have increased since 1750 due to fossil fuel use, land
use/cover change, and agricultural practices 

- C02: +30% 
- CH4 : +145% 
- N20: +15% 

- Climate has changed over the past century 
-Global mean surface temperature has increased 0.3-0.6° C 
- Recent years the warmest since 1860; this century the warmest since 1400 
- Sea -level has risen by 10- 25 em over the past 100 years 

Projected Changes in Climate 

- 1-3.5°C by 2100 (best estimate of 2°C) 

- 15 - 95cm sea -level rise by 2100 (best estimate of 50cm) 

- Projections lower than in 1990 due to aerosols 

- Projections include key uncertainties; 
- rate of emissions (population growth, economic growth, technology change) 
- climate sensitivity (equilibrium temp. change from a given increase in radiative forcing) 

Anticipated Changes due to Enhanced Greenhouse Warming 
(in rough order of confidence) 

- Increase in mean surface temperature, more pronounced in the cold season 
- Increase in precipitation, especially during the cold season 
- Reduction in Asian monsoon precipitation (when aerosols are included) 
- More severe, longer -lasting droughts, particularly during the warm season 
- Slightly greater increase of night- time temp. (compared with day- time temp) 
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More warm- season precipitation in heavy convective rainfall 
Decrease in day -to day variability of temperature 
Little agreement between models on increases in storminess 

Vulnerability of Climate Change: 
Common Conclusions 

Human- induced climate change adds an important new stress 

- Most systems are sensitive to climate change (rate and magnitude) 

Vulnerability increases as adaptive capacity decreases: hence developing countries are most 
vulnerable 

- Climate change increases the urgency of improving baseline conditions in human resource and 
socioeconomic systems 

Impacts are difficult to quantify and existing studies are limited in scope 
regional scale predictions of climate change are limited 
processes are not well understood 
multiple stresses affect most systems 

Aggregate estimates of damages from 2- 3 o C warming tend to be "a few percent of world 
GOP" with higher estimates for developing countries (WG III) 

Vulnerability of Human Health 

Increases in mortality and illness due to an anticipated increase in the intensity and duration of 
heat waves (temperature increases in colder regions should result in fewer cold~ related 
deaths). Increases in the potential transmission of vector- borne infectious diseases (e.g., 
malaria, dengue, yellow fever, and some viral encephalitis) resulting from extensions of the 
geographical range and season for vector organisms. Potential malaria transmission could 
increase from approximately 45% to 60% of the world population by the latter half of the next 
century 

Some increases in non- vector- borne infectious diseases - such as salmonellosis, cholera, 
and giardiasis - also could occur 

- Adaptive responses available, but health infrastructure currently inadequate in many countries 
and regions 
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Ecosystem Vulnerability 

- Importance: food, fiber, medicines, energy, nutrient cycling and storage, water purification, 
regulating water runoff, recreation and tourism 

- Forests: A sustained increase of 2-3 o C in global mean temp. changes a substantial fraction 
(a global average of 1/3, varying by region from 117 to 2/3) of existing forest species 

- Forests: Climate change will occur rapidly compared to rate of forest establishment 
(150- 650km/century): paleo records show migration rates of 4- 200km/century 

- Cryosphere: models project 113 to 112 of existing mountain glacier mass could disappear 

- Desertification: Deserts and semi -deserts may become both hotter and drier, potentially 
worsening desertification, which is caused by both human mismanagement and climate 
variability/change 

Vulnerability of Agricultural Systems 

- Global agricultural production could be maintained relative to baseline production (at doubled 
equivalent C02 equilibrium conditions) 
- beneficial effects of carbon dioxide fertilization included 
- changes in agricultural pests and climatic variability NOT included 

- Regional effects would vary widely: reduced production in the tropics and subtropics 

- Increased risk of hunger and famine in some locations (sub Saharan Africa; South, East, and 
Southeast Asia; and tropical areas of Latin America, as well as some Pacific island nations) 

- Incremental costs of adaptation could burden developing countries (although some savings 
possible) 

- Significant uncertainties about adaptation capacity given population growth 

Vulnerability of Coastal Systems 

- A 50- em rise in sea level would double the number of people per year risk of flooding (46 
million to 92 million) - - given current population and infrastructure 

- A 1-metre rise in sea level leads to est, land losses of 1% for Egypt, 6% for the 
Netherlands, 17.5% for Bangladesh, 80% for the Majuro Atoll (Marshall Islands), displacing 
tens of Millions of people 
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- Coastal infrastructure and, hence the property insurance industry are especially vulnerable to 
both sea -level rise and more frequent and severe storms 

- Sea -level rise and changes in storms or storm- surges would erode shores and habitat, 
increase salinity of estuaries and freshwater aquifers, change patterns of microbial 
contaminations 

Vulnerability of Water Systems 

Quantity/quality of water supplies already serious problems in many regions 

Currently less than 1,000 m3 P,er person per year in Kuwait, Jordan, Israel, Rwanda, 
Somalia, Algeria, Kenya; expected to fall below this benchmark in the next two to three 
decades in Libya, Egypt, South Africa, Iran, Ethiopia 

- Impacts will depend on the baseline. condition of the water supply system and the ability of 
water resource managers to respond'given other stresses 

Substantial economic, social, and environmental costs possible, particularly in regions that 
already are water -limited and where there is a considerable competition among users 

Experts disagree over whether water supply systems will evolve substantially enough in the 
future to cope 

Mitigation Options: Common Conclusions 
No Regrets 

Significant reductions in net greenhouse gas emissions are technically possible and can be 
economically feasible 

- By the year 2100, the world's commercial energy system will be replaced at least twice, 
offering opportunities to use new, better performing technologies without premature 
retirement of capital stock (see "Asset lifetimes") 

An extensive array of technologies in energy supply and demand management is available 

Policy measures to accelerate technology development, diffusion, and transfer are available 
but need wider application if emissions reductions are desired 

- 10-30 percent efficiency gains are available in many countries at little or no net cost (WG II 
and III) 
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Examples of Asset Lifetimes in the Energy, 
Industry, and Transportation Sectors 

Short Life (up to 15 years) 
Conventional light Bulb 
Cooking stoves in developing countries 
Consumer goods 
Motor vehicles 
Space heating boilers/air conditioning systems 
Fuel supply contracts 

Medium Life (15- 50 years) 
Industrial plant 
Renewable energy projects (e.g., solar energy) 
Commercial/residential buildings 
Conventional power plant 

Long Life ( > 50 years) 
Older residential buildings 
Infrastructure (roads, railways port facilities) 
Tidal barrage 

Mitigation Options 

Supply Side 

- Fuel switching (coal to oil to gas) 

- Increased power plant efficiency (30% to - 60%) 

- Carbon dioxide sequestration 
- Nuclear power 
- Renewables (biomass, solar, wind. hydro, etc.) 

- Demand Side 
- Transportation 
- Commercial and residential buildings 
- Industry 

- Agriculture, Forestry and Rangelands 
- Sequestration in above and below ground biomass 

- 35-

up to 3' years 
2-3 years 
5-10 years 
10-15 years 
up to 15 years 
up to 15 years 

10-30 years 
10-30 years 
20-30 years 
30-50 years 

50 years plus 
50- 100 years or longer 
120 years 
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Mitigation Options: Transportation 

Transport sector energy use and related C02 emissions have been the most rapidly growing of 
end- use sectors over the past two decades 

Projected energy use in 2025 could be reduced by about a third using very efficient 
drive- trains light- weight construction and low- air- resistance design 

Smaller vehicles, altered land- use patterns, transport systems, mobility patterns and lifestyles, 
shifting to less energy- intensive transport modes, and using alternative fuels offer the 
potential for further reductions 

These measures, taken together, provide the opportunity for reducing global transport 
emissions by as much as 40% of projected emissions by 2025 

- Actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transport can simultaneously address other 
problems such as local air pollution 

Mitigation Options: 
Agriculture and Forestry 

Substantial amounts of carbon (approx. 60-90 GtC) can be sequestered/ !conserved in the 
forestry sector alone over the next 50 years, for example by slowing deforestation and 
establishing tree plantations 

Practices in the agriculture sector could reduce emissions of other GHGs: 
- Altered management of agricultural soils and rangelands 
- Improving efficiency of fertilizer use 

Restoration of degraded agricultural lands and rangelands 
Methane, recovery from storage of manure 

Uncertainties include (I) the amount of land available; (ii) amount that deforestation can be 
reduced; and (iii) the continued suitability of some practices for particular locations given 
possible climate changes. 

Policy Instruments 

Policies, which may need regional or international agreement, include: 

- Energy pricing strategies and taxes 
Removing subsidies that increase GHG emissions 
Tradable emissions permits - - domestic and global 
Voluntary programs 
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- Regulatory programs including energy- efficiency standards 
- Incentives for use of new technologies during market build- up 
- Education and training such as product advisories and labels 

- Accelerated development of technologies as well as understanding the barriers to diffusion into 
the marketplace requires intensified R&D by governments and the private sector 

Equity Issues 

- International equity 
- who is responsible for the emissions 
- who will bear the burden of climate change 
- how do we "equitably" allocate emissions 

- current distribution 
- per capita 
- per GOP 

- Intergenerational equity 
- discount rate 

- example: For every $1000 in damages in 2100 the present day value would be 
(I) $1000 with a 0% discount rate 
(ii) $367 at a 1% discount rate 
(ii;) $7.6 at a 5% discount rate 
(iv) < $1 at a 10% discount rate 
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Presenta~ion by H. E. Tuiloma Neroni Slade 
Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Western Samoa to the U.N., 
Vice- chairman of AOSIS and AOSIS coordinator on Climate Change 

Mr President, 

I am honoured to present this statement on behalf of the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS). 

The Alliance 

AOSIS is a trans- national grouping formed during the Second World Climate Conference in 1990 
by countries which are most vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change, in particular to· 
sea level rise. The global character of the problem and the international support required, the 
urgency of the climate change threat to island existence and the need for small states to be heard 
and taken seriously in the international negotiations, were the motivating factors for the 
establishment of the alliance. 

As AOSIS, the Small Island States participated actively in the negotiations which produced the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, and have since been fully engaged in 
all the processes for the review and strengthening of the Convention. They are concerned to remain 
at the forefront of the negotiations on climate change quite simply because these negotiations are 
about their very survival as states. They look to the industrialised countries for urgent and effective 
action because small island communities make virtually no contribution to the emissions of 
greenhouse gases which are seriously changing the global climate and threatening their existence. 

Small islands are the most vulnerable because their ecological and socioeconomic systems are 
among those with the greatest sensitivity to climate changes and having the least adaptability. They 
are constantly exposed to the threats of climate change: the loss of low -lying coastal areas; salt 
water intrusion of ground water resources; devastation by storms and cyclones; and the potentially 
serious social disruptions among coastal populations. 

There are 38 states in the current membership of AOSIS, the majority of which are members of 
the United Nations. Of the 160 state parties to the Convention on Climate Change, 30 are AOSIS 
states - or close to 20% of the Convention membership. 

AOSIS Protocol 

The AOSIS decision taken in 1994 to draft and submit the AOSIS Protocol is a direct response to 
the requirement of the Convention for the first Conference of the Parties (COP) in 1995 to review 
the adequacy of the commitments of industrialised contained in Article 4.2 (a) and (b) of the 
Convention. AOSIS had repeatedly expressed the view that the current commitments of Annex I 
parties are inadequate in the light of the Convention's objective (to stabilise greenhouse gas 
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concentrations in the atmosphere at a level to prevent dangerous interference with the climate 
system) and the best available scientific evidence. 

The Berlin Mandate accepted by all Convention parties at COP-1 in 1995 not only confirmed the 
inadequacy of Annex I commitments, but also agreed to begin as a matter of urgency the 
negotiation process for action to take the Convention beyond 2000 and to strengthen Annex I 
commitments through a protocol or another legal instrument for adoption at COP-3 in 1997. 
AOSIS believes that by acknowledging the urgent need for additional commitments, Annex I 
parties have implicitly agreed to accelerate efforts to implement their current commitments to 
stabilise C02 emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000. 

The AOSIS Protocol seeks to strengthen the Convention by responding to these inadequacies. We 
consider that a protocol to the Convention, rather than an amendment, is the appropriate way to 
deal with this. Protocols have been successfully developed in other areas of international 
environmental law, and generally offer greater flexibility in the review and strengthening of the 
Convention processes in the future. 

The AOSIS Protocol builds on the Convention provisions. Its primary aim is to strengthen the 
specific commitments of developed country parties to reduce their emissions of carbon dioxide by 
the year 2005 to a level at least 20 per cent below that attained in 1990; and requires developed 
country parties to adopt specific targets and timetables for other greenhouse gases. 

The Protocol proposes a single or flat rate target for all Annex I parties, and concentrates on C02 

emissions, that gas being the· most prominent and perhaps the best understood of the greenhouse 
gases. 

This target and timetable were not chosen arbitrarily, but because they accord with the uililateral 
pledges many industrialised countries have already accepted domestically since the· World 
Conference on the Changing Atmosphere in 1988 which put forward the "Toronto target" as an 
initial basis for further global action. 

Therefore, the 20% we propose in the AOSIS Protocol is just a first step, and a moderate one. But 
we believe that this first step is nonetheless a· very significant one because it would place emissions 
on a downward track for the first time since the beginning of the industrial revolution. 

It is important to appreciate fully the fact that the largest share of historical and current emissions 
originates in developed industrialised countries. The Convention notes this, and recognises also · 
the differentiated capabilities, financial and otherwise, of countries to respond. Both these elements 
point to the need for developed countries to bear a greater burden of combating climate change and 
its adverse effects, and require of developed countries to demonstrate they are taking the lead in 
doing so. 

Let me note here that we have taken this initiative because of our unique position of vulnerability 
and the sense of urgency that we feel about the threats of climate change. It does not make it a 
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small island problem, nor indeed can it take away the very serious implications for low -lying 
areas in many other developing countries in Asia, the Mediterranean and elsewhere, nor the other 
equally serious impacts of climate change on health, food production and desertification in many 
places, especially in Africa. 

Because it is based on the Convention's principle of common but differentiated responsibility, the 
AOSIS Protocol does not impose specific emissions reduction obligations on developing country 
parties additional to those already contained in the Convention. We think there is a powerful 
argument of equity that asks those who have contributed the most, historically, to the build up of 
concentrations of greenhouse gases, that they should take the lead in reducing their emissions. 

However, from our perspective, uncontrolled greenhouse gas emissions from whatever source, 
developed country or developing, is bad for the global climate system. Recognising that all 
countries must play their role in reaching common goals, the Protocol encourages developing 
country participation in the progressive development of climate change policy through the 
mechanism for co- ordination of measures, and by focusing on the need for accelerated transfers 
of relevant technologies to developing countries. It also provides for regular reviews to ensure 
commitments remain dynamic and effective. 

Role of the Protocol in climate change negotiations 

The AOSIS Protocol was the first and remains the only formal proposal for targeting emissions 
on the table. The Berlin Mandate calls for its consideration in the context of the ongoing 
negotiations on strengthening of the Convention commitments. We believe that the time has come 
for other parties to the Convention to develop their views on the targets and timetables, especially 
the nature or size of shorter term targets and timetables, and to state these more precisely. 

The current round of negotiations has raised a number of questions about the AOSIS target. Two 
important concerns are: (i) the appropriateness and efficiency of a flat rate target; and (ii) the size 
of the reduction required and the timescale. 

A number of countries have expressed a preference for differentiated, rather than flat rate, targets 
to recognise the fact that there are different starting points, opportunities and capabilities amongst 
Annex I countries. 

To date, the differentiated target debate has not resulted in any concrete suggestions that could 
command a consensus. Proponents of differentiated targets seem able to elaborate long lists for 
differentiation criteria - GDP, per capita, carbon intensity - and also to provide what they see 
as compelling reasons why a particular country should have to do less than others. But it is difficult 
to work out the implication of these suggestions in terms of individual country targets, and in 
particular no country seems to have come forward with a scheme which would require it to do 
more than others. All this would indicate the practical and political difficulties inherent in 
negotiating this kind of "equitable burden- sharing" exercise. 
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By contrast, flat rate targets are perhaps more readily understood, have a long history of use in 
international environment law, and have the additional merit of easier monitoring and verification. 
This is especially so of a single target such as the AOSIS is proposing for C02 • 

We believe that good faith negotiations are in essence about considering the merits of views of 
others, other than one's own. Accordingly, AOSIS is ready to consider the merits of differentiated 
approaches to establishing targets. However, it is obvious that unless major countries as those in 
the EU can put forward a serious differentiation scheme - one that commands confidence from 
its own members and potentially those outside the EU - and do so in time for the forthcoming 
AGBM sessions, then we feel that the EU should at least be able to support the concept of a flat 
rate target as an initial way forward. At this stage, the AGBM process requires evidence of 
leadership. We think the EU should claim that leadership. 

The AOSIS target 

The AOSIS target was first put forward in 1994. One would need to acknowledge that the passing 
years necessarily renders achievement that more difficult. But we do not accept any broad 
assessment that the AOSIS target is now unrealistic. 

Since the early 1990s, the 20% reduction target has been supported by or is consistent with, the 
national targets of many OECD countries. It was chosen by AOSIS, not because it was in 
accordance with the kind of emission reductions AOSIS members felt comfortable with, but in 
large part precisely because it seemed to have been accepted as an appropriate first step by others. 

We remain of the view that problem requires proper international focus and the necessary 
declaration of political will. The problem our group of countries face has not changed since we put 
forward our target. The scientific realities are the same, if not firmer. The IPCC continues to tell 
us it is imprudent to gamble with the future. The reductions implied by the AOSIS target are of 
a kind we should be aiming at in the short' to medium term if we are to avoid imposing draconian 
measures at a future date. The technical: and economic realities also remain largely unchanged. 
Experts agree that such reductions are· feasible and achievable with existing technologies and 
measures at negative to low costs. 

AOSIS/EU co- operation 

There is significant agreement amongst ElU and AOSIS countries on a number of important climate 
change issues. Clearly we would need! to continue to work closely in the development of these 
issues, as well as others. 

One such possibility might be the creation· of a co-ordinated mechanism of the kind suggested by 
AOSIS in its Protocol which might facilitate an alternative way of bridging, perhaps more 
successfully, the different approaches to: the question of policies and measures debate which, as 
we understand it, the EU insists must be legally binding in all cases. It is another difficult issue 
over which the EU might consider exercising its special position of leadership. 
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There are essentially two strategies to deal with climate change: mitigation and adaptation. As 
negligible emitters, mitigation through the reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases is not a 
major issue for Small Island States. However, adaptation is the only option through engineering, 
economic restructuring and other activities. AOSIS could benefit from additional assistance from 
EU member states through the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the replenishment of which 
is scheduled to begin next year, as well as through specific EU assistance for vulnerable ACP 
countries to support adaptation projects. 

Mr President, 

Common fear has given birth to the alliance of Small Island States. In the interests of our home 
Earth, the international community has really no other choice but to come together in an alliance 
of urgent global effort for our common future. 

Thank you 
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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

Summary of the debate following the presentations 

The debate focused on two main topics: Assessment of the present and future situation, and the 
action to be taken. 

Assessment 

As far as assessment of the situation was concerned several participants stressed that climate 
change was not only an issue affecting the Small Island States but all countries, developing as well 
as developed. It was not only a question of global warming but also of climate disruption leading 
to a climate characterized by extremes. Strong lobbying on the part of the fossil fuel industry was 
one of the reasons that attempts to reduce C02 emissions until now had failed. 

The methods of economic loss calculation of the IPCC were criticized as being immoral when 
basing the calculation of loss of life on the average income in the developing countries. The answer 
given to this criticism was that the economic calculation was one of several ways of presenting the 
problem. It was a political decision how much weight should be attributed to one or the other 
element. 

There was general agreement that the creation of public awareness of the problem of climate 
changes was essential. 

Action to be taken 

This point was mainly covered by the Commission representatives (Mr. Teodorakis and Mr. Van 
Opstal). The Commission had presented proposals to meet targets for reduction of green -house 
gases set for 2005 - 20 10. 

Since 1976 3.8 billion ECU had been committed under the ACP Convention to 26 island 
communities. 791 million ECU were committed under the 7th EDF, of which 39 million ECU 
specifically went to environmental projects. Special attention would be devoted to the issue in 
connection with the implementation of the 8th EDF. The Commissions strategy was to integrate 
the issue of climate change into all policy fields rather than launch specific projects concerning 
climate change. 

Following the initiative to have a hearing on climate change the Commission was prepared to take 
concrete measures and set up a working group within the framework of DG VIII. The Commission 
was ready to launch a specific programme together with the ACP countries. 

In reply to criticism concerning lack of coherence in the overall policy of the Commission the 
Commission representatives declared that policy coordination between the various Directorates 
General took place on a regular basis. 
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Lord Plumb closed the proceedings stating that public awareness was important, but, on the other 
hand it was essential to avoid distortions or exaggerations in the debate. It was first and foremost 
a question of political will to deal with the problems. 
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CONTRACTION AND CONVERGENCE 

Draft Proposals for a Climate Change Protocol 

A Contribution to Framework Convention on Climate Change, 
Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate 

Contents: ... 

Overview 

Part I· Core tasks to achieve "Contraction and Convergence". 

I Recognise the prevention of dangerous climate change as an essential global security interest 
2. Agree Danger Indicators 
3. Decide C02 concentration target and timetable 
4. Set annual global C02 emission budgets according to contraction formula. 
5 Calculate relative national shares of the global budget according to a convergence formula 
6. Allocate national C02 emissions quotas 
7 Establish criteria and mechanisms for quota management 

Part II. Proposals for contraction and convergence 

A. Draft proposals for control of greenhouse gas emissions 

2 I. Set up a system for C02 emissions trading 
2.2 Require International Airline and Shipping companies to purchase C02 emission quotas. 
2 3. Consider national targets for anthropogenic emissions of other greenhouse gases 
2 4. Agree potential Sanctions, Penalties, and Compensation 

B Draft proposals on climate damages 

2.5. Monitor climate damages 
2 6 Plan for emergencies 
2 7. Consider options for damage compensation and historic debt 

C. Draft proposals on Policies and Measures to aid implementation 

2 8. Establish financial mechanisms to aid implementation 
2 9 Establish mechanism for development and transfer of sustainable technologies 
2 10 Phase out fossil fuel subsidies · 
2 11 Require consistency in international policy making 
2 12 Establish a forum for local governments 

D Proposals on research and education 

2 13. Enhance education, training and awareness 
2 14 Strengthen climate research particularly into feedback processes 
2 15 E'i:amine responsibilities oftrans-national corporations and finance 

Documents available separately on request 
Appendi'< A contraction formula 
Appendix B convergence formula 
Appendix c- cumulat1ve cred1t/debit formula 
Definitton of terms 
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Overview 

The Prevention of dangerous climate change is now an essential global security interest Recognising 
this interest, this GC£ draft document sets out some key tasks necessary for a protocol to stabilise 
greenhouse gas concentrations at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with 
the climate system 

Pre-eminently, this requires a rapid "Comraclion" of all human C02 emissions globally Moreover, 
unprecedented international co-operation '"ill be required to achieve this Such a "comprehensive 
approach" is only hkely to be adopted by most if not all nations, if it is linked to the simultaneous task 
of"Convergence" towards an equitable and sustainable level of emissions on a per capita basis globally 

This interlinked configuration of "Contraction and Convergence" is fundamental to GCI's view of the 
entire climate change dilemma and its solution GCI has crafted such an approach, v.hich provides the 
basis for this document Part One of the document presents the core tasks of this approach. The first 
proposal develops the well-established concept of national security interest to include dangerous climate 
change as a global security interest Th.is emphasises the urgency of th.is issue and has practical 
implications for the decision making process and technology development and transfer The next six 
proposals spell out practical steps from agreement of danger indicators through to a mechanism for the 
management of national quota allocations according to a scientific assessment, a contraction formula 
and a convergence formula 

Additionally, the document presents further proposals for a protocol These have been drafted in 
response to events at the Second Conference of Parties (COP2) to the Framework Convention on 
Climate Change in Geneva in July 1996 While we received remarkably wide-ranging support for our 
proposals for "Contraction and Com•ergence", many questions were raised about the detailed 
implications of such an approach 

These further proposals are an attempt to map out some of these implications and are set out in Part 
Two The first set concern emissions trading, air/shipping bunker fuels, other greenhouse gases and 
measures to deter non-compliance The next set outhnes the assessment of and compensation for climate 
damages, past, present and future The next four points outline measures to aid implementation, 
including funding and technology transfer The final three are concerned with educatton and research. 

At COP2, the US Government stated that all protocols currently on the table were "unrealrstic and 
unachievable". This effectively sank the AOSIS Protocol proposed by the island-states most vulnerable 
to climate change. However, many states considered that our "Global Commons Imtwtn:e" for 
contraction and convergence was the most plausible basis for a comprehensive long-term protocol 

We, therefore, invite all far-sighted governments to consider incorporating all or part of these proposals 
into their submissions to the Secretariat by 15th October 1996 for discussion at the ne\.i AGBM meeting 
in Geneva this December, and as the basis for a draft protocol by March 1997 in time for consideration 
at COP3 in Kyoto Please always bear in mind that th.is is a draft document and that we would greatly 
welcome }OUr opinion and expertise in developing these proposals into a viable protocol 
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I. Core tasks for achieving "Contraction and Convergence" 

1: Recognise the prevention of dangerous climate change as an es.sential global security interest. 

1J1e reductiOn of greenhouse gas emiSSions shall be regarded a-5 an essential global security mterest 
for humamty. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY I~1PLICA TIONS 

This proposal generalises the accepted concept of "essential security interest" to the whole of humanity 
The gravity of global climate change is greater than the essential security interests of any nation and 
fundamental to the maintenance of international peace and security during the coming century This 
justifies the urgent development of measures proposed in this protocol and places a duty on 
governments to regard climate change as an international emergency This also means that action may be 
taken to secure the use of sustainable technology for the benefit of humanity in much the same way as 
governments may protect the use of mihtary technology under the Security Exceptions for intellectual 
property rights as set out in Article 73 of Annex lC of the Final Act ofthe Uruguay Round of 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations as well as national security legislation 

2. Agree danger indicators 

Agree a list of specific, quantifiable md1cators to define "dangerous anthropogemc mterference to the 
cf1mate system" as stated in Article 2 of the Framework Convention. The indicators shall be bsted in 
the protocol and the1r quantrlative values shall be reviewed annually by SBSTA with advice from 
IPCC. The values should reflect the precautwnary princcple and take account of the time lag betwem 
emis:sions and chmat1c changes. The indicators shall be applicable on any geograplucal scale to 
include local damages induced by global cbmate change. 

CoP shall comnus:sion de tar led recommendatwnsfor .5uitable indJcator-5 and their appropnate values. 
The following suggestions are put fonrard as a starting point. 

a) re/attve sea level nse to a threatenmg level at any locatiO!/; 

b) mcreased coa.5tal eros1on that forces evacuation of inhabited land or loss of wetlands, 

c) global mean smjace temperature rise or slgnificcmt reg10nal temperature changes OW!r a gn·en /Jme 
period; 

d) an annualmcrease in the number of tornadoes or trop1cal cyclones in any region beyond current 
natural vanab1hty; 

e) a stgnificant reduction in permafrost area, resulting m relea:,e of natural methane; 

j) stgnificant changes 111 regwnal or .5ub-regional prec1pitatwn resultmg 111 prolonged droughts or 
frequent jloodt11g, 

g) anmcn:a::,e II/ bu.~h andjO!t!.ltflre:s ah01·e natural ~·,mubilily; 

h) lol_\ of mamw and terrestnal eco\.\"5/t'ms and spectcs, 

1) \1/IJ\tantwl prolonged r.:duc!J0/1 rnn:arine pnmary product Jon (plankton. alg<ll') 

J) c: qgndicaw co!'trac{IO•I of I!J!hcr po{,:r 1ce cap and' or gfaClt!TI. 
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k) a ma;or prolonged change in ocean circulation, such as the north Atlantic current or El Nmo I 
Southern Oscillation; 

/) a spread attributable to clrmate change of an); human, ammal or plant drsea5e, 

m) drrect rmpact of climate change on human health; 

11) economrc damages attnbutable to clrmate change. 

These danger indrcators should be reviewed on a,regular basis by IPCC as new scrmtific e~'idence 
becomes available and revised by the CoP when prudent to do so. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

This Task puts key scientific indicators for dangerous climate change at the centre of the protocol. The 
"definition of adverse climate change" (FCCC Article 1, 1) and "dangerous anthropogenic interference 
with the climate system" (Article 2) need to be set out in the form of specific danger indicators based 
on best scientific advice and the precautionary principle (Article 3). 

Each indicator should reflect a distinct impact resulting from climate change and should be defined in 
quantifiable terms on a global, regional and subregional scale Where possible they should indicate both 
the danger threshold and potentially dangerous rates of change The choice of indicators should take 
into account the considerable time lag between greenhouse gas emissions and subsequent climatic 
response 

The prospect of breaching any one of the indicators should be sufficient to require preventative action, 
on the grounds of the precautionary principle, even though it may only affect one area ofthe world 
d1rectly On the basis of equity, damages must be avoided on a local scale since many of the most 
vulnerable countries are neither responsible for global warming nor in a position to adapt to the hannful 
effects Local chmate-change-induced damages may not be traded off against the pursuit of global 
economic growth, because it is impossible to sensibly create a consensus around the quantification of 
such damages in terms of rising risks of ecological and political instability (see also II A 1). 

3. Decide C02 concentration target and timetable 

A stabrlr.~ation target and tmzetable shall be agr.eedfor atmospheric C02 concentrations. The target 
should be set by applying the precautionary prmcrple to avoid the danger indrcators agreed under 
Sec!JOI/ /.1 (abow). nm target shall inrtially be 350 ppllll' to be achieved by tht! year 2100. The 
target shall be revzewed every five years by IPCC as new sczentific ev1dence becomes cnYlilable and 
rew.<.ed by the CoP if lhe danger indrcators dearly show that it is prudent to do so 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Dangerous changes in the climate system are a r.esult of specific greenhouse gas concentrations in the 
atmosphere, so it is necessary to set a speciftc ce1ling on the amount of C02 in the atmosphere In 
absence of better scientific understanding of climatic feedback processes (hsted in section II.D 2 ), the 
initial target of atmospheric C02 stabilisation at 3 SOppmv by the year 2100 is chosen such that the 
system remains close to the bounds of our preseAt knowledge This can be a chic\ ed by following a 
future emis<;ions scenario in v.hich the cumulati'le C02 emissions are similar to those offPCC S350 
When reviewing this target, IPCC should take into account predicted changes in the concentration of 
other greenhouse gases ( cons1dered further in section II A 3) 
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4. Set annrwl global C02 emissions buclgets according to a "contraction" formula 

The Conference of the Parttes shall set a net global anthropogenic carbon emis.Hons budget for each 
year throughout the period of contraction to meet the stabihsatton objecttve as defined mI. 3 above. 
Thts shall be calculated accordmg to a mathema(lcal formula w}uch defines an emis5wns scenano that 
leads to ~tab1ll.mt10n of emissiOns at around 20-15. The formula may be rewewed annually fn·e years in 
advance to take account of revtsions to the stabi!l.'>a/1011 target set under propo.sa! 3 as well as changes 
in natural sinks and sources based on scremific advice of the I PCC. 

RATIONALE A.ND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Stabilisation of C02 concentrations requires a global ceiling on emissions which contracts over time 
until they reach the target of350 ppmv The "contraction" formula would define a reahstic emissions 
scenario which avoids both unachievable annual emissions reductions and temporary net negative 
emissions in the future The formula should refer to all anthropogenic sources and sinks of C02, i e. 
changes \n emissions resulting directly from human activity, including anthropogenic changes of natural 
sinks and sources Natural "equilibrium" sources and sinks should be considered in the science behind 
the emissions scenario, but should not be included in this global anthropogenic emissions budget 

The formula will need to be reviewed annually to take account of changes both to the concentration 
target and of actual sinks and sources of C02 However, in order to reduce uncertainty for both 
planning and trading purposes each annual review will adjust the budgets five years in advance 

Implementation will require setting up a Scientific Panel drawn from the SBST A and approved by the 
CoP to agree the formula and recommend annual C02 budgets 

The target date of2045 is suggested because it lies within the window for realistic contraction and 
coincides with the centenary of the United Nations 

For the purpose of illustration only, a sample "contraction" formula is available from GCI 

5. Calculate relative national sllares of tile global budget according to a "convergence" formu(CL 

Each country shall be allocated an annual, relallve .share of the global emrsHons budget (set accordmg 
to sectwn !A above) using a comistent formula to calculate the proportron for each country for each 
year. The allocation shall be set such that national shares move gradually from present emissions 
levels to equal per capita emtss1ons levels by a fixed "convergence" year (e.g. 20./5). ProviSion shall be 
made: for hunkc:rfi1el.s for !Jhipping and air 1ra11.1port (see II. A 2) 

RATiONALE AA'D POLICY lMPLICATIONS 

This task gives effect to the principle of equity set out in Article 3 1 of the FCCC wh1le recognising that 
equal per capita allocations would be neither acceptable nor feasible for Annex I countries if 
implemented immediately The formula therefore provides a predtctable and viable method of achieving 
a convergence to eqlllty National shares would be based initially on current emissions levels, or for 
Annex I countries, those levels already specified by commitments under the UNFCCC , and would then 
comerge to the same per capita level by the target date of2045 After this relative shares would remain 
constant 

Calculation with the convergence fomlUla Vvill use the UN med1an population estimates These 
population stat1stics may be reviewed if necessary at the request of a majority of the CoP. 
Ho\\ever, after a f1\.ed year (e g the convergence date) population figures could be frozen 

The relati\ e national shares are imlepend..:nt of the annu.t! sc1entitic rev1ews, although the actual 
<:!Eu-:atlons of emission::. (allocateJ 1:1 ~ection 1 6) ''ill of Cl)Ur~e \ ary according to the glob.1l budget 
~l~:~~J r\rnLI~l! sh~lJCS \.l~urd b.:~ Cd!~.:u!at~,..·J fvr a!! cour:tlh~~. \\'~h.::t:~.:r or rhJr tht~V a(: P~\'11~;') tu 1:1·~ 

P1 ,-·~ ... '"'~ d:ld s;~.)~~ ~- ,: s_~· C· 1• t !r <' 1 f·.nn::. 1·.1 tl-, .. p:-nu)C•Jl ~,, L~f:'.-
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For the purpose of illustration only, a sample "convergence" formula is available from GCI 

The establishment of fixed national emissions budgets will encourage investment in appropriate 
technology and allow for the possibility of orderly emissions trading, but this depends crucially on 
having finite net C02 budgets calculated according to a formula that produces a predictable level of 
pem1issible emissions from the present to the stabilisation date, to achieve the concentration target set in 
Section I 3 above. 

6. Allocate national C02 emissions quotas. 

Natwnal emissrons quotas shall be calculated for each year by multiplying each country's relative 
share set by the convergence formula (agreed accordmg to Sectwn/.5) by the annual global emissions 
budget (set by the "contractron"formula agreed according to Section !.4) These quotas shall be 
measured 111 tonnes of carbon. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY Ii'vfPLICATIONS 

The national allocations are described as 'quotas' rather than entitlements or rights to emit C02 in order 
to emphasise that the atmosphere and climate system are a global commons which cannot be 
appropriated by any state or person but whose use must now be shared by common consent The 
fommla approach provides for the most effective way of establishing a consistent and equitable 
allocation of emissions quotas 

7. Establislz criteria and mechanisms for qllota management 

Establish a mechamsm for the mtematwnal management of quota allocation, accountmg and 
verificatron based on cr1tena consistent with these proposals. The quotas shall cover "net 
anthropogemc emisswns" resultmgfrom humm1 actiVIties, includmg reductwn of natural sinks minus 
deliberate natural smks enhancement. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The allocations would refer to "net anthropogenic emissions" of C02 This is defined as all em1ss1ons 
resulting from human activities, including reduction of natural sinks minus deliberate natural sinks 
enhancement However, this should exclude changes in natural sources and sinks caused directly by 
global climate change This definition encourages sustainable forestry, for example, but avoids crediting 
the existing natural resource endowment of each countf) We recognise that some countries ha .-e 
deliberately retained such resources whilst others have already diminished them, therefore this will be 
accounted for in the task concerning historic debt (section II 8.3) Natural sink enhancement will only 
be credited withm national boundaries, not within any global commons For example, credit will not be 
given for enhancement of the C02 sink into the ocean 

The proposed mechanisms would also arbitrate in case of dispute over budgeting anthropogenic sources 
and sinks 

ft is not necessary to allow for crediting of sink enhancement or emissions reduction \\ ithm other 
countries, known as Joint Implementation, since this can etYecttvely be achieved through the emissions 
quotas tradmg system (section II A 1) 

Thts proposal completes the procedure for applying "contraction and convergence" 
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II. Draft proposals to achieve contraction and convergence 

A. Related tasks for control of greenhouse gas emissions 

1. Set up a system for emissiom trading 

Estab/r:,h mechanisms for real-tune em1s:,ions tradmg bem·een part1es to the Protocol under strict 
condllions of contraction and convergence. Tradmg shall be restncted to a proportron of the annual 
enuss1ons quotas, defined as permits, m1d limited to one year in advance. The mechamsm should be 
tramparent and avOidjinancwlfeedbacks that would undermine the ulllmate aim of the ConventiOn 
and its protocols. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY fMPLICATIONS 

The criteria for a tradmg regime should set out the basis on which possible tradmg regimes will be 
assessed. These will inevitably need to balance the different interests and needs of parties to the 
Convention In deciding on a suitable mechanism, parties should consider the work already done by 
UNCI AD in this area and continue to involve it in the development thereof. 

A trading regime would initially be developed under the SBI which would continue to supervise the 
process for CoP. However, once agreed, emissions trading would require a set of robust institutions 
capable of acting on behalf and under the supervision of CoP. Trading must be open, transparent, 
efficient and well regulated The regulatory bodies must also ensure that TEPs are not bought or sold 
under coercion of any kind 

Emissions trading would also address the issue of "carbon leakage" to countries with relatively lower 
emissions. This would particularly be the case if purchasing rights of permits were extended to TNCs 

As the mechanism comes into effect, Joint Implementation will no longer become an issue as the trade 
wi!J help to redress emission imbalances, while the incentive to invest in climate friendly technology 
remains by releasing quotas for trade 

The mechanism must also ensure that trading is developed primarily as an efficient means of reducing 
emissions and must not comprom'Ise future generations on the principles of inter-generational equity 
The implications of this international trade on intra-national equity will also need to be examined and 
addressed The increased value of emission quotas from international trade must not detrimentally affect 
the disadvantaged in national societies 'Contraction and convergence' applies v.-ithin countries as well as 
between them 

Given th~ historic link bet\\ ecn growth of moneta:y GOP and C02 emissions, th~re is a danger tbat 
trade in C02 quotas and any other increase in financial activity as a result of this Protocol will simply 
increase global purchasing power leadmg to an increase in C02 emissions. This \"ould be contradictory 
to the purpose of the Convention Another danger is that trade in Emissions Quotas increases inter
national financial liquidity to produce inflation or other mstability, as occurred following the OPEC oil 
price rises These dangers might be addressed by the creation of a carbon-free "green currency". A study 
of the potential of carbon-free currency should be commissioned for consideration by CoP in future 

Moreover, existing purchasmg pO\\ er disparities between developing and developed countries can only 
be aggravated by creating a trade mechanism \\ hich continues to exploit the arbitral) advantage enjo)ed 
in the international markets of economies based on hard currencies This is especially relevant in view of 
the fact that it ignores the much higher efftciencies of soft currency based economies when national 
dollars-per-ton efficiencies are adJUSted for purchasing power parity (PPP) 
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2 Require International Airline and Shipping companies to purchase C02 emission quotas. 

C02 enulled by all aircraft or .5hipping must be accormtedfor withmthe global emrssrons budget by 
requiring international transport companies to purchase emisswns permits 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICA TJONS 

Currently, aircraft on international flights, or shipping in international waters, can purchase untaxed 
fossil fuel which is not included in any national carbon account Air transport in particular is one of the 
fastest growing sectors of global C02 emissions, and must be constrained in a similar manner to other 
carbon intensive economic activities Fiscal' measures which might achieve this, such as an international 
tax on bunker fuels, would require a glob ali authority to pred1ct and control demand. On the other hand, 
if airline or shipping companies have to puz:chase emissions permits the market will ensure a "level 
playing field" with land-based transport 

This measure will also ensure that all emissions are constrained within the contraction I convergence 
global budget (sections I 3,4,5), whilst the price of the quotas is passed on to the consumer of the 
transport, rather than becoming the responsibility of governments 

It may be possible to extend this option to purchase emissions quotas to other Trans National 
Corporations (TNCs) This would·have the· advantage of discouraging "leakage" or carbon-intensive 
production to countries where emissions are· cheaper, since the TNCs could purchase emissions quotas 
from countries with a surplus, without needing to relocate 

3. Consider national targets for anthropogenic emissions of other greenhouse gases 

DrmY up a trmetabfe for agreeing constraints on concentrations of greenhouse gases other than C02, 
wrth specific target.5 for each gas, as screntific knowledge of the1r brogeochenucal cycles becomes 
sufficiently relrable. The allocation of budgets should be based on the same task of eql/lty as used 
above for C02, wlulst grving special consideration to each country's need to exploit its natural 
resources and agncu!tw e. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY Hv1PLICA TI0NS 

Concentrations of greenhouse gases other than C02 are rising fast and must be brought under the 
FCCC. Gases with similar sources and atm0spheric lifetimes may be grouped together and some 
substitution of these may be possible within the national budgets Some international tradmg of 
em1ssions quotas may also be considered However, agreement on one greenhouse gas should not be 
delayed whilst awaiting better knowledge of the other greenhouse gases 

Greenhouse gases other than C02 fall into two main categories 

For wholly man-made gases such as most CFCs, HCFCs and SF6, an early agreement could be reached 
Production of some of these gases is alreadyyconstrained under the Montreal Protocol 
for protection of stratospheric ozone Their major sources and sinks are already sufficiently quantifiable 
Nat1onal budgets for these gases should be allocated using the same principles of "contraction and 
convergence", allowing for tradmg if necessary, as outlmed for C02 in Sections 12 through to I 5 
abo\ e Some of these gases have long lifetimes, and therefore their Global Warming Potential relative to 
each other is efTectively independent of the time horizon used These gases could be substituted within 
national budgets However, on the basis of inter-generational equity and long-term sustainability, 
production of the very long-lived gases should be tightly constrained and phased out as soon as possible 
If a time horLwn were agreed, the global emissions budget for the shorter-lived gases could be linked to 
that for C02 by means of their Global \Varming Potential (defined by IPCC) 

i\kthanc (CH4) ai:d Nttrous 0-.;ide (~20) are s1gniticant greenhouse gases produced by a mixture of 
anthropogen:c ?nd mtural ~ource~ 1 hr: sour...:es and sin!-.~ a: e s~:~l poor!; defined ~.kthane emissions arc 
!.tpiLlly incr1.\tsing both as a resu1r of changing agri•:t::tur.!l practice (ca:r1~, mig.ltton) and leakage from 
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natural gas installations However, Methane has a short atmospheric lifetime and therefore it is not 
helpful to define a Global Warming Potential relative to C02. To account for the greater potency of 
Methane as a greenhouse gas, international standards of best practice should be agreed for industry and 
agriculture Financial penalties collected when these standards are breached, could be used to fund the 
development and transfer of improved technology to reduce Methane emissions 

Nitrous Oxide has a longer lifetime than Methane but makes a smaller contribution to current global 
warming, and is less well understood. More research is urgently needed on the cycles of both of these 
gases 

4 DePise potential sanctions, penalties, and compensation. 

Request the Secretariat to draw up optrons for a system of proportronal progresstve sanctions and 
penalties for non-compliance with the protocol, taking account of experience of mtemational, reg10nal 
and natrona! legal instruments and the review of selected non-compliance, dispute resolution and 
implt!mentation revtew procedures (FCCCICPt 1995 M1sc.2) prepared by the mtenm secretariat. 

Income rmsedfrom penalties could contnbute to mea57tres to aid unplt!mentatton and relieve damages, 
m listed in Section II.B. 3 below. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

There are at present no incentives to comply with the FCCC or the protocol By contrast, the 1994 
GATT agreement contains extensive procedures for dispute settlement, including conciliation, 
mediation, arbitration, establishment of panels, rights of third parties, remedies, and compensation 
Penalties should be in proportion to excess emissions of greenhouse gases, and considerably higher than 
the current purchase price of tradable emissions entitlements or investment benefits from the excessive 
C02 emissions 

The virtue of a tough system of penalties is that it will encourage compliance and reduce the likelihood 
of it being used 

B. Tasks on climate damages 

J. J.fonitor climate damages 

Reqwre Par lies to prepare an mventory of damage:; and damage trends, both past and present, dtrectly 
attributablt! to climate change. Jlre.1e should mc/udt! human health and morta/Jty, emnumtc unpacts, 
loss of habitats, spectes and biodiversity, rmpact on agriculture, and coastal ero~ion 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Damage due to climate change has already begun and estimates of possible future damage, casualties 
and refugees have been made. The aim of this measure is to compile a comprehensive database of 
damages v.hich would provide both a benchmark for the danger indicators proposed in proposal 2 
above 

Research on climate-related damages should be funded by an international programme \vhose emphasis 
should be on impacts to developing countries 

Data on damages should be presented in their original units rather than using monet1sed values Such 
values based on the method of"wi!lingness to pay" imply rights by income which is fundamentally 
mequitable International aggregatiOn of damage data for the purpose of a global cost-beneftt analysis is 
not appropriate, since the majority of damages will be infltcted on developing countnes v,hereas most 
of the C02 emis~ton'i, a:~d h<!nce mittgallon co.>ts, are current!; the re~ponstbdity of tl-.~ 1r.dustri<llised 
countrie~ 
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2 Plan for emergencies 

Require all parties to draw up contingency provisions for future emergencies whtch may arise from 
climate change, such as floodmg, drought, crop failure or dtsease. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY Th-1PLICA TIONS 

Damage due to climate change has already begun and estimates of possible future damage, casualties 
and refugees have been made. These should be updated regularly as a basis for arranging emergency 
relief and compensation payments Liability for compensation payments is considered in Section Il.B.3. 

Contingency plans should be also prepared for the potential relocation of entire populations from small 
island states and low-lying regions to the territory of Annex 1 countries 

3. Consitler options for damage compensation and historic debt. 

Request that the Secretariat prepare a study of options for damage compensatton due to c!tmate 
change based on best practice in msurance and national compensation schemes, and for historic debt 
Ill relat/011 to emisssons by Am1ex I COII/Itnes pnor to 1990, for consideratiOn at CoP./ 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Insurance companies and governments are currently making large scale payments in respect of damages 
caused by asbestos, rad1ation and other anthropogenic causes European and US law also include 
provision for civil, statutory and criminal liability for environmental damage. Countries and companies 
which emit C02 above the danger level should be under no illusion that they can avoid paying for 
damage caused by excess C02 emissions, thus increasing incentives to comply with the Convention and 
Protocol Careful consideration needs to be given to historic emissions when foreseeability of damages 
could not reasonably have been expected and the precedents under tort thus become less relevant The 
argument of historic debt, nevertheless, still holds as developing countries will, in future, not have the 
opt1on of unrestrained emissions on which developed countries based their historic growth 

For these reasons, Annex 1 Parties should be required to make provision for chmate change related 
damages in their national budgets and planning mechanism 

C02 has a long hfetime in the atmosphere, and historic data shows that a constant fraction of emissions 
has remained airborne, although there is no guarantee for this fraction to remain constant in the future 
Therefore, to a first approXImation, a country's responsibility for global warming depends on its 
cumulative emisstOns mtegrated over time Industnahsed countries have thus accumulated an historic 
debt compared to developing countries Applying the principle of per-capita equity to historic data, it is 
possible to create a formula for calculating cumulative debtts or credits, which might be used for 
allocating damage liability 

An international panel should be set up by SBST A to resolve disputes over damage claims, this should 
include advice from both chmate scientists and insurance experts 

For the purpose of such calculations, estimates of cumulative emissions of C02 should mclude historic 
d.::forestation and other land use changes Some countnes have presero..·ed much of their natural forest 
resources, whereas others have exploited them and consequently have more land on\' hich to replant 
new forests For conststency in accounting. tt is nect!ssary to include this form of histone debt if national 
emission entitlements are to be based on net anthropogenic emissions (i e including changes in natural 
sources and sinks) 
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C. Tasks on Policies and Measures to aid implementation 

1. Establish financial mechanisms to aid implementation 

The SRI shall establrsh mechamsrm, by which money can be reliably collected and dt!Jtributedfor 
global programmes to implement the Convention. DeciSions on spendmg shall be made through a fair 
and transparent mechanism accountable to CoP. 

Fundmg IS required for the following· 

Clmwte Research (see section II.D.2) 
EducatiOn, training and awareness (see section JJ.D.l). 
lvfonitoring climate damage (see sect1on ll.B.l). 
Technology Transfer (see section II.C.2). 
Acttvifles currently funded by the GEF 
Adnrimstrat1o11 of the CoP and the Secretariat 
Admmistration of emissions Jradmg (see section I 7 and Jl.A.J) 
Emergency Relief and Damage Compensation (see section Il.B.2 and ll.B.3) 

Funding sources may mc/ude: 

A tax on tradmg of emis~ions entitlements (as in sectronll.A.l) 
Penafliesfor non-compliance (as in section !I.A . .f) 
Accordmg to cumulative h1stonc debt (as m sec/ton ll.B.3) 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Activities which are critical to the success of implementing the Convention, should be able to rely on 
secure funding This is already required for the Fmancial Mechanism under Art. II of the FCCC, and the 
commitments set out in Art 4 c, d and h. However, present arrangements are unsatisfactory as funds are 
reliant on the goodv. ill of a few Parties which then control their use Binding mechanisms must be set' 
up to enable money to flow directly from the cause of the climate change problem (i e greenhouse gas 
emissions) towards funding its solution. This would encourage a reduction in C02 emissions, although 
the main mechanism for achieving this should remain the allocation of emission entitlements according 
to Contraction (section I 3) and Convergence (section 14). 

Liability to pay compensation for damages should be linked directly to cumulative historic debt as 
outlined in section II.B 3 

2. btablilh mechanism for development and transfer of sustainable technologies 

The development, diffusion and use of the most sustamable technologtes, practice.!. and processes 
lth1ch minimise greenhouse gas emissions shall be regarded as an essentwl global security interest as 
defined lfl !Jec/I0/1 1.1. To th1s end, a mechanism should be established under the protocol to Gld the 
d.:vdopment withm and tran!Jjer to developmg cotmtri.:s of sustamable technolog1es 

The tramjer of outdated or second-hand, carbon-mej(icie/11 technology should be contwlled and 
prejaah!y prolub11ed 
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RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Explicit measures and positive incentives are urgently needed to stimulate the development and transfer 
of the most climate-friendly sustainable technology Such technology should· 

(a) be carbon efficient or based on renewable energy sources 
(b) be an appropriate scale for the local community which it serves 
(c) be independent of expensive supplies or repairs from distant companies 
(c) not damage the local environment (as do, for example, large hydropower schemes) 
(d) not entail unacceptable risk (as do nuclear power stations) 

Measures to stimulate the development and diffusion of climate-friendly technology would include 

(a) establish a technology transfer fund (paid for according to section II C 1) 
(b) fund research, development and diffusion of sustainable technologies, particularly in developing 
countries 
(c) create an international inventory ofclimate-fiiendly technology 
(d) promote best practice and sl1aring expertise between countries 
(e) identify gaps and opportunities in national and multilateral technology programmes 
(t) limit the period for which patents on relevant technologies may be held without being exploited for 
the benefit of humanity 

A substantial transfer of outdated, carbon inefficient technoloh'Y from developed to developing countries 
is currently widespread This has the effect of prolonging the detrimental contribution ofthis maclunery 
or technology on global carbon emissions 

3. Phase out fossil fuel subsidies 

Agree mechanisms to phase out all sub:,uilesfor fossil-fuels. Transitwnal procedures and financial 
support shall be made avarlable to developing countries in order to achieve a smooth 
transitwn and m•oid penallsmg the poor. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Subsidies for the use of fossil fuels both increase global warming and distort the efficient allocation of 
resources through markets Definitions of subsid1es should be carefully established and the needs of the 
poor fully taken into consideration 

4. Require consistency in international policy-making 

Set trp an intematwnal tmk for.ce to ensure that all intematwnal agencies, treaties and agreements 
acltvely contnhute to reducmg C02 emissrons man essential global secunty mterest 7 his should be 
backed by a reso/utron to thi! United Nations General Assembly to require all mtematronal agenctes, 
treatie5 and agreements take the climatic implicatiOns oftherr actwnsfully mto account and to 
supf>orl the tmplem.?matwn of the UNFCCC and tis protocols. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

There is a danger that trade ltberalisation under the 1994 GATT agreement, investment by the World 
Bank and economic measures by the IMF and central banking system as well as actions by other 
agencies mcrease C02 emissions or otherwise undermine the objectives of the FCCC The aim of this 
task is to ensure that all international decision-making takes full account of the Chmate Convention A 
precedent for th1s task was establlshed by the .r...tinisterial Declaration on the Contribution of the \Vor!d 
'I ra.J~ Org<umat1on to Ach,.:> ing Greate1 Coherence in Global Economic Pohcymakir.g of 15 December 
]<l93 
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5. Establish aforumfor local governments 

Recogtwing the Important contnbution local governments make in implementmg climate fnendly 
policies and technologies at a local/eve!, an international forum on c/rmate change for local 
governments should be established with rights of representatiOn as an observer to CoP lltld.?r Art. 7 
(6). The role of th1s forttm would be to allow sharing of expenences and makmg relevant policy 
recommendations to natwnal governments and CoP. Tlus body could also discuss issues of mtra
natwna/ eq111ty arismg from the restraint of carbon emissions. 

RATIONALE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

A considerable proportion of sustainable policies and technologies are most effectively implemented at a 
local level and local governments can, therefore, play an important role in emissions reductions The 
exchange of information on a local level would complement the transfer of technology on a national 
level as outlined in Section 2 9 The forum would also be the ideal organ to voice any problems of intra
national inequities arising from national and international implementation of the protocol and specifically 
the trade mechanism 

D. Tasks on research and education 

1. Enhance education, tnrining and awareness 

Require all Partie:, to mcrease their commilment to education, traimng and public mmreness of 
climate change under Arllcle 6. This should encourage an ho/lstic perspective emphasiSing the lmks 
between local and global proces:,es, both natural and economic, and convey the full scale of the 
clmrate change problem as a surwval issue Tl1is must be underpinned by better understandmg of the 
basic science of clsmate change. 

Commis!>JOII a feasibility study to e5tahbsh opt1ons for an international system of gremhouse gas 
labelfmg to prol'lde immedwte public awareness of the extent to wh1ch a partiCUlar product or service 
contnbutes to emisswm of C02 or other greenhome gases and to create mcentn·e~ to reduce carbon 
COIISUtnpfWII. 

Require part1es to report annually to the CoP on the follmring matter:,· 

(a) the extent and nature of education, training and public awareness· undertaken, 
(b) orgamsatloll, finance and target aud1ence thereof, 
(! .. ) 111dependent eva!uatton of tlrt! efft!c.:tlven.:ss of such education and trauung, 
(d) results of an mdependent poll of public mmrene5s of climate change, its effects and measures 
needed to reduce emisswns to a sustamable level, 
(e) progress on greenhouse gas labellarg 
(f) actwm to curb promotion of carbon comumpt1011 

RATIO~ALE AND POLICY Th-1PLTCATIONS 

Most countries have done relatively httle to fulfil their commitments under Article 6 of the UNFCCC. 
Raising a\\areness of the way in which fossil fuels and other products increase global warmmg has a 
sigmficant role in motivatmg individuals, companies and countries to reduce such cor;sumption If all 
goods and ser\ ices carried a conspicuous and unambiguous statement of the C02 or other greenhouse 
gases emitted by their productiOn and disposal, this would enable people to make more informed 
choices Public awareness and education on global warming is in constant competition with the 
advertising power of the air, car and fossil fuel industries In view ofthe gravity ofc!Jmate change, 
serious consideration should also be gi\ en to measures which curb the promotion of act1vities 
responsible for carbon em1sstons, stmi!a1 to those currently applied to alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceuticals 
and other dru::;s There i~ much pubhc confusion O\ er the science and impacts of chr:1:!te ch:!nge This 
~:loiiiJ be tacl.Jec1 both a~ a core p,trt oFscl1oul ct:rri;:uL:, a:1d a3 specifically tailor~·:.! rr:::l'ng 
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programmes for employees, stressing measures for alleviatmg impacts of their field of work on global 
climate change, and vice versa 

2. Strengthen climate research, particularly into feedback processes 

Increase research into phys1ca/, bwgeochenucal, socw/ and econom1c climatic feedback processes. 
Such research requires mtematwna/ cons1stency to ensure that the different processes can be 
combmed 111 integrated models, wh1lst also encouragmg researchers to mvestzgate new processes. Thts 
should be co-ordmated prmc1pally through the Inten!Citional Geosphere Bwsphere Programme (IGBP) 
and World Cltmate Research Programme (WCRP). IPCC and SBSTA (when calculatmg the em1sswns 
ceilmg accordmg to sectzon /.2) should attempt to lake account of the cumulative nskfrom low
probabiilty posJtJve feedbacks. fr'hen JPCC presents predictions or scenarios of global climate 
changes, there should also be less emphasis on global average temperature trends, and more on 
regwnal differences, particularly regardmg the sulphate aerosol effect 

RATIONALE AND POLICY LviPLICA TIONS 

There are particular dangers that the effects of climate change may trigger uncontrollable feedback 
loops that accelerate global climate change further than would be expected from current IPCC 
pred1ctions, and exacerbate regional anomalies Some known examples of such natural chmatic feedback 
processes are listed below· 

a) Clouds Different levels of clouds can have opposite effects on climate, since they both trap 
terrestrial radmtion and reflect solar rad1ation Clouds and water vapour also transport much latent heat 
Thus it is difficult to resolve the feedbacks Clouds may also be seeded by sulphate aerosols, both 
natural and anthropogenic 
b) Ice sheets· Polar warming may increase ice melt, but also increase snowfall Trus affects 

* Global albedo (proportion of sunlight reflected to space) 
*Sea level 
* Local ocean salinity and albedo and hence Circulation and ecology 

c) Ocean circulation 
* Arctic warming or increased freshwater input to the North Atlantic (ice melt, rainfall) could halt 

deep water formation, weaken the North Atlantic Current, and thus make NW Europe much colder. 
* Increased frequency ofEl Nino circulation in the Pacific affects climate world-wide 

d) Ocean ecology Changes in phytoplankton ecology might be caused by. 
*increased stratification of the water column, due to surface warming. would reduce nutrient 

(Nitrate, Phosphate, Iron) supply from bottom waters 
* increased nutrient runoff from rivers due to changing land-use 
*increased UV-B flux due to stratospheric ozone loss 
The etTect of this might be to change 
*the export of Carbon from surface water to deep water by the "biological pump" 
* the alkahmty of surface water due to calcifying algae Calcification puts C02 back into the 

atmosphere 
* the production of greenhouse gases (N20, CH4, other hydrocarbons) 
"' the production of Dimethyl Sulphide which (as sulphate aerosols) seeds clouds over the ocean 

and thus significantly influences global albedo 
* ocean fish stocks 

e) Terrestrial ecology warming and drying in high latitudes may cause 
* release of greenhouse gases CH4 and N20 from melting permafrost 
* release of C02 from peat bogs, if drying allows aeration 
* increased forest fires and subsequent C02 release 
* reduced snow cover, particularly if forest replaces tundra, with consequent change in albedo 

The "C02 fertihsation effect" may cause 
* increased C02 uptake by terrestnal vegetation 
* changes in evapotranspiration and hence local rainfall and ground>\ ater 

\' eg.etJt!on change~ w1ll affect albec!o and also surface roughness wh1ch afrects wwc: 
t) flood1rg of coast:1l wetlands by risin~ s<~:J level, p,lrticularly in the tropic~. m.1; cause su!J~tJntial 
rei~·,,~L' ur Cl! ..J. J.'ld 0:~0 
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There is presently much confusion among policymakers about the cooling effect of sulphate aerosols 
produced by fossil fuel combustion. It should be stressed that the aerosol effect is short-lived and local, 
whereas the anning by C02 is long-hved and global Such differences are obscured by an emphasis on 
global average temperature trends, which should be remedied within IPCC. 

3. Study the responsibilities of trans-national corporations and finance 

Set up two working groups to examine the role of international finance and transnatiOnal corporations 
respectrvely in relat1onlo C02 emissrons, in order to report on 
(a) the extent to whtch the1r actzvltles contnbute to or abate global warming 
(b) differential re!>ponszbilztres between corporate sector!> 
(c) examples or models of good practice in regulation, mcentives, statutory or voluntary codes, 
reportmg requirements or other measures for encouragmg corporations and mvestment fimd 
managers to cut C02 em1ssions 
(d) the contribution or othem·ise of small and medmm busmesses to global warmmg 
(e) recommendations for specific measures to enhance the contribution of investment finance and 
tranmatwnal corporations to stabJ/ISing C02 emisstons 

RATIONALE AND POLICY Il'vfPLICA TIONS 

Representatives of transnational corporations are active participants in the climate change negotiations 
and major players in both sustainable and carbon energy industries The majority of world trade and a 
substantial proportion of global production is conducted by transnational corporations, whlle 
international financial flows are the driving force in trade and industry throughout the world, often more 
powerful than governments The aim of these two study groups would be to examine the specific role 
of these two major types of economic agents to identify measures to enhance their contribution to 
stabilising greenhouse gas emissions. 

If you support these Tasks and would like to keep in touch with their development into a protocol, 
please contact GCI. 
Global Commons Institute 
42 Windsor Road, 
email saveforests@gn ape org 
Tel 0044 (0) 181 451 0778 
fax 0044 (0) 181 830 2366 

These tasks were mainly drafted by Titus Alexander, Tony Cooper, Ben Matthews, Aubrey Meyer, 
Phillipe Pernstich (in no particular order, and acknowledging other valuable contributions') 
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ANNEX A 

UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE 

THE PARTIES TO THIS CONVENTION, 

ACKNOWLEDGING that change in the Earth's cl1mate and 1ts adverse effects are a common concern of 
humankmd, 

CONCERNED that human actiVIties have been substanna!ly mcreasmg the atmosphenc concentrations of 
greenhouse gases, that these mcreases enhance the natura! greenhouse effect, and that th1s wtl! result on 
average m an addmona! warmmg of the Earth's surface and atmosphere and may adversely aftect natural 
ecosystems and humankmd; 

NOTING that the largest share of h1stoncal and current global emissions of greenhouse gases has ongmated 
111 devdoped countnes, that per capita emiSSions 111 developmg countnes are snll relatively low and that the 
share of global emiSSions ongmanng m developmg counrnes wtll grow to meet their soc1al and developmenr 
needs, 

A \Y,/ ARE of the role and unportance m terrestrial and manne ecosystems of smks and re;erv01rs of 
greenhouse gases; 

NOTING that there are many uncert.11nt1es m pred1cnons of cl1mate change, particularly With regard to the 
ttmmg, magmtude and reg10nal pattern; thereof; 

ACKNOWLEDGING that the global nature of cl1mate change calls for the w1dest poss1ble cooperation br 
all countnes and the1r part1c1pat1on in an effect.-e and appropnate mtern:ltlonal response, 111 accordance 
w1th the1r common but d1fferennated respons1h1ht1es and respecttve capabihnes and the1r soct.II and 
econom1c conditions; 

RECALLING the pernnent prov1s1ons of the Declaration of the Umted Nations Conference on the Human 
Env1ronmenr, adopted at Stockholm on 16 June 1972; 

RECALLING ALSO that States have, m accordance with the Charter of the Umted NatiOns and the 
pnnciples of international law, the sovereign nght to exploit thetr own resources pursuant to the1r own 
environmental and developmental poltc1es, and the responsibd1ty to ensure that activities wnhm the1r 
JUnsd1ct10n or control do not cause damage to the en, Ironment of other States or of are,Is beyond the ltmm 
of national JUriSdiction, 

REAFFIRMING the princ1ple of sovere1gnty of States m mternanon.1l cooperation to address cltmate 
change; 

RECOGNIZING that States should enact effective environmental leg1slanon, that environmental standards, 
management obJectives and pnontles should reflect the environmental and developmental context to whKh 
they apply, and that standards applted by some countnes may be mappropnate and of unwarranted 
economiC and soc1al cost to other countries, m parncu!ar developmg countnes; 

RECALLING the proviSIOns of General As;embly resolution 44/228 of 22 December 1989 on the Un1ted 
Nations Conference on Em•1ronment and De,elopment, and resolutions 43/53 of 6 December 1988, 44.'207 
of 22 December 1989, 45/212 of 21 December 1990 and 46/169 of 19 December 1991 on prorecnon of 
global dtm.ltc for present and tuture gener,ltions of mankmd; 

RECALLING ALSO the pro''ISIOns of General Assembly resolutiOn 44/206 of 22 December 1989 on the 
possible adverse effects of sea level rise on Islands and coastal .treas, parncularlr low-1} mg coastal are.1s and 
the pertinent provi~1ons of General As>embly resolution 44/172 of 19 Decemba 1989 on the 
ImplementatiOn of the Plan of Action to Combat DesernfJcanon, 

RECALLI!'\G FURTHFR the VJennol Convenrton tnr the ProteLnon <•t the Ozom· L.l\er. 19SS, am~ the 
:-.tontrc',I! l'!ot<•col on Suh>t.lllCt•> that Depkte the· O;one I ,l\ er, [9X7, a; adJtbteJ .md amendeJ 0•1 29 June 
1990, 

ANNEX II 

No L 33113 
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KOTING the !\luustcn.tl Decl.tr:ltton of the Sc~..onJ \Vorld Cl11nate Conference adopted on 7 November 
1990, 

CONSCIOUS of rhe 1 alu.tble analn~<:.tl 11 ork bem~ condu-:ted hy man) St.ltes on clun.ttc ch.tnge .111d of rhe 
nnport.lnt conrnhutJOil> of the \'V'orld Meteorologu::al Org.Httzatton, the Untted Nations Ennronmcnt 
Programme and other organs, org.tnil.tttons and bodte; of the Untted N.ltlon; system, as ,,c[] as other 
mtcrn.monal and mtergo1ernment,tl bod1cs, to the exchange of result!> of sc1ent1fK research and the 
conrdtn.ttton of research, 

RECOGNIZING that steps reqmred to umkrstJnd and address cltmate change 111ll be emtronmentally, 
soctallv and cconomtcallv mo~t eftecnvc if thn are based on relevJnt sctennhc, technt<..al and economic 
comtd~ranons and contt~uJIIV re-evaluated tn the ltght of new fmdmgs 111 these arc,ts; 

RECOGNIZii\:G tl1:1t vanous acttons to addres; cltm.ue change can be JUstthed econom1cJIIy tn their own 
nght .1r1d can also help 111 solvmg orher envtronmcntal problems, 

RECOGNIZING ALSO the need for dt•,•eloped countnes to take 1mmedtare awon 111 .1 flex1ble m..1nner on 
the b.tsts ot clc.tr pnonnes, ,1-; a f1rst step ttl\\ ard, comprchen•me respon>c str.ttegtes at the global, nattonal 
and, where agreed, region,tl le\cls that t.tkc mto account all greenhouse g.1ses, Wtth due constdcranon of 
thetr rebm·c lOntrtbunons to the enh.111ccment of the greenhouse eftect; 

RECOGNIZ!l\'G FURTHER th,n low-1) mg and other sndl 1sbnd counrnes, countncs \~tth low-h111g 
coastal, and and semt-and arc..1~ or areas ktble to tloods, drought and desernhc.1non, and developmg 
countne; With tragde mount,unou; ecoS}Stem; are p.lrttcularly \ulncrable to the ad1crsc ctfccrs of cltm,JTc 
ch..1ngel 

RECOGNIZING the spcCJ,ll dttttculrte> ot those countncs, e;pecl,tll;. developmg countncs, whose ecnnonues 
are p.trncul.ul} dependent on fosstl tuel productiOn, u'c and cxportatwn, a; a consequence of acnon t.tkcn 
on ltmttmg greenhou'c gas emt>;lons, 

AFriR.\IING th,u responses ro dtm.ttc ch.mge shottfd he coordmated wtth soua! ,111d economte 
development 111 an tmcgr.lted m.lllncr with a \IC\1 to :11 01dmg ,1d1·ersc 1ntp.1cts on the Lttter, t.lktng mto full 
,\ccount the lcgltlm,ttc prtortt} needs of dnelopmg counrne; lor the ach1evcment ot ;ustamed economic 
growth and the er,1d1canon of PO\ erry, 

RECOGNIZI0iG that all countries, espeCJall) dcveloptng counrnc;, need acce" to rcsoun.es requtred to 
a.:h1e\e sust3111.1hle soctJI and economtc development .tnd that, 111 order tor dc\·eloptng countnc; to progress 
tow.1rds th.tr goal, thetr cnerg1 consumption wdl need to grow takmg uno a~count the posstbdttics for 
.!~htevtng greater energy cff1ctenc1 :1nd for controlltng greenhouse ga; emtsswns 111 gencr.ll, mcludmg 
through the appltcatton of ne\\ technologies on terms whtch make such an appltc,ltlnn ccon01mcal11 and 
soually bcncfiCI~I; 

DLTERJ\Ill':ED to protect the chm,ttc s;stem for present and future generations, 

HAVE AGREED A<; FOLLO\\~ 

7. 2. 94 

Arttde I 

Dcfm i tions ( 1) 

2. \:l11nate change' means a change of climate which IS 

attributed direct!) or mcltrectl} to human activity that 
alters the compos1t1on of the glob.1l atmo~phcre and 
whKh IS m add1t10n ro natural cltmatef vanabt!Jty 
observed o~er comp.1rabk ttme penods; , 

ror the: purpo~C'> ot thiS Comcnnon· 3. 'chmate s~~tem' mc".lnS the tot.lhty of the atmosphere, 
h) t!rospherc, btosrhcre ,tnd gco:.pherc ,1nd rhc1r 
Ill t<.. r.1 L tinn.,, 

I. '.tch crsc l'tk<..t:. ot chm.ltc ch.1ngc' tnt'.111S dt,wgc> 111 

the ph1 ,,.._al cn1 tronm.:nr or btou rc;ulnng from. 
chm,Hc ch::1t1~c '' htch h,l\C stgntfiC.lnt ddctemnh 
cfte.:t> on the compo-,Itton, n:~d1en~..e or prnducm tn 
of n.nur,1l .mt! man.1gnl eco'>l~tcm'> or on the: 
opcr.lt1011 Ot '>0CIO·CCOI101llll '>I '>kllh \If llil hulll.\11 
hc.tlth ,tnd wc:lt trc·. 

r , ~ ~ ~ • t , , ~ r , 1 I 
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4 'eml'i>lon;' m~.Hh the rde.t>c ot greenhouse g;1se~ 
and/or th~:1r prccur-;ors nHo the atmosphere 0\ er a 
'ipcuhccl .1rc.1 anJ rc:nod of nmc: 

~ ';.,:r~..·cnft•HI\L ~ ''"' Lll .. \lh th<>Sc' <;.!,COLIS lOil~tltll<.'llt\ 
'•t rile .nn,u,ph ;r.. h >rh 1~,ttur.1l .lncl anthrnp<l~c·n~c·, 

th.Jr .1h}lJrl; .1' I f• ... r_.: ,: L 1 '' lrf..'~,.l rJdLJtJIJI1: 
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6. 'regwnal econom1c integration orgamzation' means an 
orgamzataon constituted by sovere1gn States of a 
gaven regwn wh1ch has competence 111 respect of 
matters governed by tim Convennon or its Protocols 
and has been duly authonzed, m accord.mce With its 
mternal procedures, to s1gn, ratify, accept, approve or 
accede to the instruments concerned 

7. 'reservoir' means a component or components of the 
cl1mate system where a greenhouse gas or a precursor 
of a greenhouse gas ts stored; 

8. 'smk' means any process, activity or mechanism 
wh1ch removes a greenhouse gas, an aerosol or a 
precursor of a greenhouse gas from the atmosphere; 

9. 'source' means any process or activit)' wh~eh releases 
a greenhouse gas, an aerosol or a precursor of a 
greenhouse g.1s mto the atmosphere 

Article 2 

ObJective 

The ulnmate obJective of this Convention and any related 
legal mstruments that the Conference of the Pawes may 
adopt 1s to achieve, m accordance With the relevant 
proviSIOns of the Convention, srabd1zat1on of greenhouse 
gas concentrations m the atmosphere at a level that 
would prevent dangerous anthropogemc interference with 
the cl1mate system. Such a level should be achieved 
Withm a time frame suffiCient to allow ecosystems to 
adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food 
production i~ not threatened and to enable economic 
deH:Iopment to proceed in a sustamable manner. 

Article 3 

Principles 

In thear acnons to ach1eve the ob,ecnve of the 
Coment1on and to Hnplement 1ts provisiOns, the parties 
~h.1!l l>e gtud..:d, mter all<l. b~ the follow111g. 

the Parnes should protect the cl1matc S} stem for the 
bcneht ot present and futme generations of 
hum.tnkmd, on the ba-.ts of eqUJt~ and 111 accordance 
with the1r common bur chticrenn.ned rcsponsibdJtJe~ 
.md n:~pccnvl' clp.thdme-,. A~·c•)rLhngh. the developed 
cuunrrv p.trrlt:> should t.tL: the lc·c~,l Ill comb.wng 
c.Jilll.l'c' Lh.lll;.;L' ,lnd the· .lcfl·.'f>L' dk'ct' thc•r,·ot; ' 

2 the specifiC needs and speCial Circumstances of 
dcvelopmg country parties, especially those that are 
particularly vulnerable to the adver~e effe(.tS of 
climate change, and of those parties, especially 
developmg countr} pames, that would ha\ e to bear a 
disproportionate or abnormal burden under the 
Com·ennon, should be gaven full cons1deranon; 

3. the parties should take precautionary measures co 
antiCipate, prevent or minim1ze the causes of chmate 
change and nutigatc Its adverse eftects. \'Vhere there 
are threats of senous or Irre\ersible damage, lack of 
full scientific cerramry should be used as a reason for 
postponing such measures, takmg mto account that 
pohCJcs and measures to deal With chmate change 
should be cost-effecn>e so as to cmure global beneftts 
at the lowest possible cosr. To achieve th1s, such 
policies and measures should t,1ke into account 
d1fferent socio-econom1c context>, be comprehensive, 
cover all relevant sources, smks and reservOirs of 
greenhouse g.tses and adaptation, and comprise all 
econom1c sectors. Efforts to address cl1mate change 
rna} be earned out cooperanvely by Interested 
parties; 

4 the p.tmes h,l\'e a nght to, and should, promote 
sustamablc development. Pohetes and measures to 
protect the climate system agamst human-mduced 
change should be approprrate for the speCific 
condtnons of each part>· and should be mtcgrated 
with nanonal development programmes, takmg mto 
account that economic de\ elopment IS essent1al for 
adopting mea~ures to address chmate change; 

5. the part1es should cooper.ne to promote a suppornve 
and open mternanonal econom1c system that 
would lead to susramable economiC growth and 
development 111 all parties, parncul.~rly developmg 
country parr1es, thus enabling them better to address 
the problems of climate change. ivle.1sures taken to 
combat clun,ne change, mdndmg umlateral ones, 
should not consntute a means of arbitrary or 
unJmtifJ.tblc dtscwmn.won or a dt<>glllsed restnctlon 
on Intern.ltlon.ll trade. 

Commnm.:nts 

All p tmc·~. ukm" l!l~<l .h.:cnum th:1r common bur 
ditk'rcnt!Jic·d rL·~p,ms:bdmn ,Hld thc·lr '!'CCitJ..: n.ltl(lll,ll 
,]!1.j fl'~f<IJl,d dc":l'fll{'l11CI~t rr!OJ'i[l .. ',, ObJ,'Ctl\•~'> .li·d 
("JI ~ ~~111 .r h~~...~ ... ..,I, 1!! 
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(a) develop, penod1call) upd.ue, pubhsh and make 
avail.1ble to the Conference of the parnes, in 
accordance wnh Art1cle 12, natwn.1l mventones of 
anthropogemc em1ssions b} sources and removals by 
smks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the 
Montreal Protocol, using comp.uable methodolog1es 
to be agreed upon by the Conference of the parnes; 

(b) formulate, implement, puhhsh and regularly 
update n,ltlonal and, where .1ppropnate, regtonal 
progr.1mmes contammg me.1sures to tmttgate dtmate 
change by addressrng anthropogemc emLsstons by 
sources and remO\·als by su1ks of all greenhouse 
gases nor controlled by the Montreal Protocol, and 
measures to bcdttarc adequ:1te adapt.ltlon to chmate 
change, 

(c) promote and cooperate 111 the de\'elopment, 
appltcanon and dtffuswn, mdLJCitng transfer, of 
tcchnolog1es, practtccs and processes that control, 
reduce or prevent anthropogemc emt~stons of 
greenhouse gases nor controlled h} the Montre.1l 
Protocol m all re!c\';:mt sectors, mcluding the energv, 
transport, mdustry, agnculrure, forestry and waste 
ma n.1ge menr sec tOts; 

(d) promote su<>t.mlable management, and promote and 
cooperate m the conservanon and enhancement, as 
appropnare, of smks and resen·o1rs of all greenhouse 
gases not controlled b} the Montreal Protocol, 
mcludmg biomass, forests and oceans as well as 
other tcrrestnal, co.1sral ami manne ecosystem:,; 

(c) cooperate m prcp.1rmg for ad.1ptatwn to the tmpacts 
of chm.He clunge, develop and elabor.He appropnate 
.111d tntegrared plans for coasr.tl zone management, 
water resources ~1nd agnculrure, and for the 
prntecnon ,1nd rehabd1tanon of areas, particularly m 
Afnca, affected by drought ,tnd de5erttfKatJon, as 
well :ts flood~, 

(f) t:tke chm,He ch.111gc cons1dcr.1t1ons mto account, to 
the extent fe.lsiblc, tn their rclc\ant soci.tl, economtc 
and em tronmcnt.tl pohcies and' .1Cttons, and 
emplov appropriate method:,, tor ex.tmple Impact 
a>:,cssmems, tormul.ncd .Ind dercrmincJ n.wonalh, 
\\ tth a VIC\\ to mmirnlltng ad\ cr~(.' cftect> on tl;e 
ecom>m~, on public hc,!lrh ,tnd on elk qu.11In of the 
en' Ironment. of pro1ccr- nr me.l<;ure<; undertaken by 
them to !111\l)..';J.tc or ad.1pt tL) ~..lnn.H~ <..hange, 

(g) promote .u1cl co(,rer.Ht: m ~lk'Ill1hc, rechnolog1cJ!, 
tc"Lii!llc·.lL SOc'I<J-l'ctJilllflll'. .111d ,,,t)•_-r rl''c·,uch, 
,. ,t,·m,\! "- ni>,L·n ,l [!I lll ,1r1,/ dn L'l"l'•nem nt d,H.I 
.uclll\e, reLtrc·,' f<l the· ~..l•m.Jr,· ,. ~t._:l1 .tPJ mrended 
r · r.Itt!.~..·l t! .... 11n·.'~-r -.r111..._!:1::-. , 1 !1·~ 1 c 1 r .. dL: .... c or 
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eltmin,He the rem.1mmg uncertamne~ regardtng the 
causes, effects, m.1gnttude and ttmmg of cl1mate 
change and the economic and socwl comequcnces of 
\'anous response strategies; 

(h) promote and coopcr.lte m the full, open and prompt 
c'\ch.1nge of rcle\ :tnt suentihc, tcchnologtcal, 
techmcal, socto-economtc and legal mformatton 
rebn::d to the cltmate system and clunatc change, and 
to the economtc and socwl consequences of vanou~ 
response stwtegtes; 

(1) promote and cooperate m educanon, tr,unmg and 
puhhc awareness related to chmate change and 
encour,1gc the '' 1desr partiCtp.ltton m th1s process, 
mcludmg that oi non-governmental org,1ni7 .mons; 
and 

(J) communicate to the Conterence of the p:trttcs 
Information rel.1ted to Implementation, m accord.1nce 

'' tth Arncle 12 

2. The developed country p.1rncs and other p.trttcs 
Lnduded 111 Annex I commn rhcm~eh,cs sprclfic,IIIy as 
pronded for m the follow1ng: 

(a) e.1ch of these partie~ sh.1ll adopt natton.1l (1
) poltctes 

and rake correspondmg measures on the nungatton 
of cltmate ch,111gc, h· ltm1tmg tts anthropogcmc 
emiSSions of greenhouse gases and protecrmg and 
enhancmg Its greenhouse gas smks and reservOirs. 
These pol1c1es and measures wtll demonstrate that 
dC\elopcd countncs arc rakmg the lead tn mod1fymg 
longer-term trends tn amhropogemc emiSStons 
cons1stenr wtth the ob)cctn·e of the Com en non, 
recogniZing that the return b\· the end of the present 
decade to e.uber le\-cls of anrhropogcm<.. emtsSion~ of 
carbDn dJo'\tdc and other greenhou~e gases not 
controlled b, the i\ lontreal Protocol '' ould 
conrnbure ro such mod1fic.won, and rakmg Into 
account the ddfcrenccs in rhc~e p.1rties' startmg 
pomts and apprnachcs, e<..nnomiC structures and 
resource b.1ses, the need to m.11nt.ll!l strong and 
sust.11nable econnm1c growth, av,1tL1hle rechnologtes 
and or her mdivtdual Circum;r,lnces, as ''ell ,1., the 
need tor equitable and approprtJte conmhuttons by 
e.1ch of these partie:~ to the global eftorr reg.1rdtng 
rh.n ohlcCtiH' These p.unes m.l\ Implement o,uch 
pol1cie~ and me.l,Ure'i J011Hh \\'1th orher pJrtlL'' ancl 
ll1.l\ ,1,,1'>t other p.1rnc;; 111 comnhunng to the 
.l..:hJc\cfncnt of the ohlt:ltl\ e t't tht: ( OIH'c'lltHm and, 
Hl p,u mul.~r, rh.1r of rlm suhpar.l!-!f.lph. 
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(b) 111 order to promote progress to th1s end, each of 
these parnes shall communicate, w1thm six months 
of the entry mto force of the Com·cnnon for It and 
penodicall} thereafter, and In accordance wtth 
Arnclc 12, dct.1Iled mformatlon on 1ts pollc1cs and 
measures referred to m subparagraph (a) above, as 
well as on its resulung proJect..-:d anthropogemc 
emiSSIOns by sources and removals by smks 
of greenhouse gases not controlled by the 
J\;lontreal Protocol for the penod referred to in 
subparagraph (a), w1th the aun oi returnmg 
mdtvidually or Jomrly to their 1990 levels of these 
anthropogenic emissions of carbon d10x1de and other 
greenhouse gases not controlled b} the Montreal 
Protocol. This mformanon wtll be renewed by the 
Conference of the parties, at 1ts brst sessiOn and 
periodiCally thereafter, m accordan..:e \\Ith Art1~le 7; 

(c) calculanons of erms~10ns b} sources and remov~:tls by 
smks of greenhouse gases ~or the purposes of 
subparagraph (b) above should t.1kc IntO account the 
best avadnble sc1ennf1c knowledge, mcludmg of the 
effective cap.1Clty of smks .1nd the respecm c 
contnbunons of such gases ro cl1m.Ht: change. The 
Conference of the parne~ shall cons1der .md agree on 
methodologies for the:.e calcul.wons at Its f1rst 
ses:.1on and rev Je\\ them reguLul) thereafter; 

(d) the Conference of the part1es shall, at m ftrst sessiOn, 
renew the adequacy of subpar.lgr,lphs (a) and (b) 
above. Such rev1ew shall be earned out m the light of 
the best available sciennfzc mtormation and 
assessment on climate change and ns 1mpacts, as well 
as rele1·ant techmc.1l, soCial and economiC 
mformation. Based on th1s rev1e\\, the Conference of 
the parties shall take appropriate action, which may 
mclude the adopnon of amendments to the 
commitments 111 subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. 
The Conference of the pames, at 1ts flfSt session, 
shall also take deciSions regarchng cnrena for JOmt 
tmplementanon as indtcated 1!1 subparagraph (a) 
above. A second renew of subpatagraphs (a) and (b) 
shall take place not Luer than 31 December 1998, 
and there.tfrer at regubr intervals determmed by the 
Conference ot the parties, unnl the ob1ecme of the 
Com entton zs met; 

(c) e,Kh of these pJmes shall· 

(t) coordJn,trc a<; appropn.Hc With other such 
part!<:'>, n:lt:vant economic .md adminJ~trattvc 
l!htrument> developed to ach1c1 c the obJecttw 
of the Com·cntion. and 

( 11) Idenn tv and penodJc.11h· rc\ IC\\ H~ own puhcJe'> 
.111J pr,1..:t1CC' Wh!Lh C!lCOUI .1)-!l' ,\..:tl\ lt!C'> th,Jt 
lc.1d ro grc,ucr lc' ._.1., nt nn:hr"l'""cn1.: ernJ'i~Inn., 
o~ grccnlhHI~l' g.t,e'i nor L<lPtr~>licd h~ the 
\!omre.1l l'rc>rncul tlu,; \\ ··::,1 ,,·]·u'' J,c· occur, 

(f) the Conference of the parnes shnll rcv1ew, not Inter 
than 31 December 1998, avatl.tble mformanon With 
a VIC\\ to t.1kmg dcCJ,JOns regnrdmg such 
amendments to the lists 1n Annexe~ I and II as mny 
be appropnate, w1th the :1ppro1al ot the parry 
concerned, 

(g) an>· party not mcluded Ill Annex I mny, Ill ItS 
mstrument ot ratJtJcatJOn, acceptance, :1ppro~,:al or 
a..:cess10n, or at any tlrne thereafter, nonfy the 
Depositary thnt lt intends to be· bound by 
subp,uagraphs (a) and (b) above. The Depositary 
sh.tll mform the other s1gnarones and p.unes of any 
such notification. 

3. Th~ developed countr> partJcs and other developed 
p.~rncs mcluded m Annex II sh,lll prcwidc new and 
add1t1on.11 fmanc1nl resources to meet the agreed full 
costs mcurred b>· dcvelopmg country p.unes 111 complymg 
\\ rth the1r obligations pur;uant w Arnclc 12 ( 1 ). Thq 
slull also pro\ 1de such fmanCJal resources, mcludmg for 
the tr.In:.fcr of technolog}, needed bv the developmg 
countr> p.1rncs to meet the agreed ~ull mcrernental 
cnsts of llllplemcnnng measure., th.n are covered by 
p.1r.1gr.tph 1 of this r\rncle nnd th.H arc agreed ber.veen a 
ckYClopmg cotmtr> part) and the Jntcrnnnonal ennty or 
entitles referred to 111 Arnclc 11, 111 accord.mce With that 
r\rnde. The unplemcnranon of thc<;c commitments 
sl1:1ll take mto account the nec·d for adequaq· nnd 
pred1cta hil1t} m the flow of funds and the 1mponance of 
approprintc burden sharmg among the de' eloped country 
parr1es. 

4. The developed country partie<; and other developed 
p:1rnes mcludcd m Annex II shZIIl also a::.s1st the 
de\ elopmg cotmtr~ pZ1rtJCS th.H are parncuLtrl) 
\·ulncrable to the adverse effects of c!tm.lte change m 
meenng costs of ad:~ptanon to those ad,ersc ettects. 

5. The developed countq p.1rne::. and other de1·eloped 
pnrnes mcluded 111 Annex II sh.1ll take all pracncable 
steps to promote, f.lcdtt.ne and tm:~nce, as appropnate, 
the transfer of, or ,1..:cess to, envlronmenc.tlly sound 
technologic~ :1nd kml\\ -how to other p.trtJcs, pMtt...-:ularly 
de\elup1ng country p.uncs, to en:~hlc them to Implement 
the prm JSJOJH of the Comcnnon In th1s process. the 
de1cloped country p.uncs shall support the development 
.md cnhancemL'llt ot endogcnou., cnpJCJtles and 
tc..:hnolog1e::. nt developing counrr~ p:lrtll'\ Orhcr p.une~ 
and org,lnJ/,Itlons 111 a rc'-ltlon to dn ,n m.1~ al<,o a'iSJSt 
111 f.tc.dit.lting the tr.msier ot <;u..:h tt:chnologJc~. 

11. 1n the 1mpkmcnt.HJon of their cumnutments unJer 
p.li.Igr.lj'h 2 .1!--me. ,\ c.cff.l•rl Jegrc'c' c•t tlc-..Jbday sh.1ll he· 
.11lo\\c'd h the· Conkrc'll-c' <•' rhl.' r-1'!''~ [() the p.l!TIC' 
lllc'iudccj 111 .\illll"O: [ unclcr;:o~tnc: rile· pr.>..:L·,s (lf rr.wsztiun 
1 ~ .t r.11·~,, .. \.>~iJ!icJql\, :·1 (1- J. r r i cq~' ~· .... c r:lL' ahd1r· nt 
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p.uncs to address climate change, mdudmg w1th reg.Hd 
to the h1ston..:al level of anthropogenic cm1~~Joll~ of 
greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Proto..:ol 
chosen as a reference. 

7 The extent to wh1ch developing country partJC~ will 
eHecnvely Implement the1r comnutments under the 
Convention will depend on the effectn e 1mplement.ltlOI1 
by developed country parncs of thc1r comrmtment'> under 
the ConventiOn related to financ1::d resources and tr.w~fer 
of technology and will take fully tnto account th.tr 
e..:onomiC and soCial development and poverty eradrLanon 
arc the firSt and overridmg priontJes of the devclopmg 
..:ountry parr1e~. 

8. In the 1mplemenunon of the commitment~ Ill thi-. 
Arncle, the p.1rt1es shall g1ve full consider.ltlon to wh.H 
acnons are necessary under the Convennon, lllLiudrng 
actions reiJtcd to fundmg, msurance and the rr.1mfl:r of 
technologv, to meet the speCific needs and corKern~ ot 
developtng country p.1rncs ansmg from the ;tdver-.e 
effects of chm,ue change and/or the 1mpacr of the 
Jmplemc:ntation of response meJsures, espe..:Jalty on 

(.1} small island countncs; 

(b) countnes With low-lymg coa~t.ll areJs; 

(c) countnes with and and semi-and area~, forc'>tcd 
areas and areas liable to forest decay; 

(d) countnes With areas prone to natural d1sa~ter~; 

(c) countne~ With are.1s II.1ble to drought .1nd 
dc~ern ficJtion; 

(f} counmes w1th areas of h1gh urb.1n atnlo'>pht:n<.: 
pollution, 

I g) countncs w1th are.1s \\ nh fragile eco>y'>lL'Ill'>, 
mcludmg mountamous ecos: stems; 

(h) countnes \\hose econom1es arc h1ghl;. depcndt rlt on 
trKome generated trom the produ.:non, pnKe~~mg 
.H1d e'l.porr, and/or on comumpnon ot fo.,.,d tucb 
and a~~o..:1ated energy-intensive products; and 

( 1) l.1nd-locked and rr.ws1t countne~ 

1-urth.:r, the Conference of the p.unc~ m.1;. rake aLlHHl~, 
.1s appropr1.1tc, \\ 1th re>peLt to th1s p.1r.1gr.1ph. 

9 l he p.lrtl<.:~ ~h.dl r.1kc tull ,lu .. ount ot thL· ~pcc1h<.: 
llL't:d, .1 nd SpCCl.11 SltU,ltiL)il'> tlt the k.lSt cJ..:•, •:I• )J'L'd 
<.:<lunrnco; in their a..:non> \\lth rcg.1rd to tundHig .u1d 

rr.111>fer ot rc..:hnolo: .. 'Y. 

11l. Tl1t.' p.lrth.''i ~lull, 111 ,lc·.-ord.tiiCL \\Jrl• \itH_I, Ill, 
r.d < llltO cOlhldCLltiOil Ill tb•: 111lJ'ic'lllL'Ilt.lfl01' rJ! tile 

\.1 1 1ld~~HfLt"ll:" ~)"'- tLt_' (~(Ill\ ll1tl,)fl rh '"l-lit• l:-ldf1 (It p l~tH''l. 
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parncularly develop1ng country parties, With econom1es 
that arc vulnerable to the adverse effects of the 
1mplemcntanon of measures to respond to climate 
ch.wge. 1 h1s applies notabl> to parties w1th econom1es 
that arc highly dependent on mcome generated from the 
producnon, processmg and export, and/or consumption 
ot fossil fuels and assoCiated energy-mtcns1ve products 
and/or the use of foss1l fuels for wh1ch such part1es have 
senous d1ffteulnes m S\\ 1tchmg to alternatives. 

ArtiCle 5 

Research and systematic observation 

In carrymg our their commitments pursuJnt to 
Arnc!t: 4 ( 1) (g) the part1es shall 

(a) support and further develop, as appropnate, 
mrernatiOnal and mrergovernmenral programmes and 
networks or orgamzanons aimed at dehmng, 
conducting, assess1ng and fmancing rese.uch, dau 
collection and systematic observation, uking uuo 
account the need to nmumizc duplicanon of effort; 

(b) support 1nternanonal and mrergovernmentJl cftorts 
to strengthen systcm<~tic observanon and nanon,1l 
sc1cntrfiC and techniCal research capaCities and 
capabd1t1es, pamcul.uly m dcvelopmg countncs, and 
to promote ac..:ess to, and the exchange of, data and 
analyses thereof obtamed from areas beyond 
n.ltlon.ll 1 unsdicnon; and 

(c) t.1ke mto account the particular concerns and needs 
of dcvelopmg countnes and cooperate in improvmg 
their endogenous capacities and capabdl[ies to 
p.uncip.ue 111 the efforts referred to 111 

subp.uagr.1phs (a) and (b) abme. 

ArtiCle 6 

Education, training and public a\~arene~~ 

ln C.trf\ 111~ out thc1r commitments pur.,u.lnt to 
.\rnc!.: 4 ( l) (1) the· p.trrrc~ ~h,lll: 

1.1) promote .1nd f.lnln.He .lt the nat10n,1l and, as 
appropn.lte, ~ubre~ron,1l and rcg10n.1l level~, ,uH.l lll 
.l<.:c:orJ.mtc w1rh nanonal Ln1~ and n:gul.ltlons. ,tnd 
w1 rhm thcr r rc·.,~'l'ct. 1-e ClJ'.ll'lflc'>. 

11, rh:: dn·:l•,pm.nr .l!>cl 1111pkmcnt.Hlt'll nf 
cduc.lrJtJil.d .lc~·.i i'L!hiiL a·.1 :ltt:ll<:'' pn,r;r.l'lllllL'' 
• ••1 ciJTll.lft cl'.lll'~<' ,\llcl J[, dk..:r'>. 
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(ii) pub!tc access to mformatton on cl1mate change 
and 1ts effects; 

(111) pubhc parttctpatton in addressmg climate 
change and 1ts effects and developmg adequate 
responses; and 

(1v) trammg of sciennftc, techmcal and managerial 
personnel; 

(b) cooperate m and promote, at the mternational level, 
and, \vhere appropnate usmg ex1stmg bod1es: 

1. 

(i) the de~elopmenr and exchange of educatwnal 
and publiC awareness matenal on c!tmate 
change and tts effects; and 

(11) the development and implementation of 
education and traming programmes, mcludmg 
the strengthenmg ot national msntuttons and 
the exchange or secondmenr of personnel to 
tram experts m this field, Ill parncular for 
developing countnes. 

Artldr 7 

Conference of the parties 

A Conference of the parties 1s hereby established. 

2. The Conference of the parties, as rhe supreme body 
of this Convention, shall keep under regular review the 
Implementation of the ConventiOn and an;· related legal 
mstruments that the Conference of the parties may adopt, 
and shall make, \Vlthm Its m.llldate, the decisions 
necessar} to promote the effective mtplemenratton of the 
Convention. To this end, It ~hall: 

(a) penod1cally ex.1mme the obiJganons of the 
parties and the msnturional arrangements under 
the Conventton, m the light of the objective of 
the Convention, the expenence gamed in Its 
Implement,ttion and the evolution of SCJennfu: and 
technologiCal knowledge, 

(b) promote and bcdltatc the exclun~e of mform,ltlon 
on me,1sure~ adopted b; the p.lrtlL'~ to address 
chm,He ch.111ge and It!> eftect!>, t.1kmg mro account 
the d1Hcnng urcum~t.tnce'>, rcspon~JbdJncs and 
Clp.tbthncs of the p.une~ and the1r respecti\ c 
commitment~ under the Cbn\ cnnnn, 

lei f.lc'Ihr.n~·. ,It the rL'ljUL'~t ot t\\(l "' n;nrc p.lrtlL'S, the· 
CO• 'I ,]IJ1,HI<l11 < •T llll'.l~l!rt' ,tJ, •]'t~d h them f,l 

.HL!r;:~-, \.ll1""l.lt:..' lh.1n~:....- ~111J It" t•Lv ... r ... tLl~tng tn:n 

account the dtffermg Clrcumst,mces, respons1b1hties 
and capabd1nes of the parnes and thetr respect!\ e 
commttmenrs under the Convention, 

(d) promote and guide, m accordance wtth the 
objective and proviSions of the Convennon, the 
development and pcnodtc rcfmcment of comparable 
methodologtes, to be agreed on lw the Conference of 
the parnes, mtcr alta, for prcpanng mvenrones of 
greenhouse gas emtssions by sources and removals br 
sinks, and for evaluating the effectiveness of 
measures to limit the emtssions and enhance the 
removals of these gases; 

(c) assess, on the basis of all1llformanon m.1de available 
to It m accordance With the prO\ IS IOns of the 
Comennon, the Implementation of the Convennon 
by the parries, the overall effects of the measures 
taken pursuant to the Convennon, in particular 
environmental, economic and soc1al efiects as well as 
thc1r cumulatt\·e Impacts and the extent to whtch 
progress towards the obJeCtive of the Convention IS 

bcmg achieved; 

(f) cons1dcr and adopt regul.tr reports on the 
Implemcntanon of the Convennon and ensure the1r 
publication; 

(g) make recommendations on any matters necessary for 
the Implementation of the Convention; 

(h) seek to mobd1ze fmanctal resources m accordance 
w1th Article 4 (3), (4) and (5) and Amcle 11; 

(1) establish such subsidtary bodies as arc deemed 
necessary for the Implementation of the 
Comentlon; 

(J) rev1ew reports submmed by Its suhsidwry bodies and 
provide gUtdance to them; 

(k) agree upon and adopt, by consensus, rules of 
procedure and financial rules for Itself and for any 
subsidtary bodtes; 

(I) seck and utilize, where appropn.1tc, the services 
and cooper~1t1on of, and mformatlon provided 
by, competent international orgamtatlons and 
mtergovernmenral and non-gmernmcntal bod1es; 
and 

(m) exerCISe such other functJOm as arc requ1red for the 
achle\ement of the objecn;·e of the ConventiOn as 
\\ell as all other functions ao;s1gned to n under the 
Com enuon. 

3. The Conferen.:e of the p.lrtic~ shall, at Its f1rst 
'es,!On, adopt ns own ruks of procedure as \\ell as those 
of the suhs1dwry bodres est.1bhshcd b\ the Convention, 
\1 hi<.h sh.dl 111cludc dc.:ISinn·nuklllg procedures for 
nuttLT' not .1lrc.1d; CO\ crcd h d,·CI,;llln·mJkmg 
rroc~durc' stipuLncd Ill the Con\Cil[l,lll Su.:h proccdurL'' 
m.1) 111cludc ~peel bed m.IJOrttlc'~ rcq Ill I c·d f(lr the .1Jopnon 
<>I r.lrfklll.tr d .. hi<>lh 
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4. The farst sesston of the Conference ot the parties 
sh.11l be convened by the 1ntenm secret,Hlat referred to 111 

Article 21 and shall t.Ike place not later. than one yeJr 
after the ddte of entry mto force ot the Convention. 
Thereafter, ordmary sessions of the Conference of the 
parties shall be held every year unless otherw·ise dec1ded 
by the Conference of the parties. 

5. Extraordmary sessions of the Conference of the 
parties shall be held at such other nmes as may be 
deemed necessary by the Conference, 01 at the written 
request of any party, provided th,lt, \\'Jthm SJX months of 
the request being commumcated to the parttes by the 
secretanat, It is supported by at le.Ist one-th1rd of the 
parties. 

6. The United t\ations, its spe..:ui!Yt:d agenc1es and the 
lnrernati01ul Atomic Energy Agency, as ''ell as .111y State 
member thereof or observers thereto not party to the 
Convention, may be represented at sess1ons of the 
Conference of the pamcs as observers Any body or 
agenq·, whether n,ltlonal or Intcrnarton.tl, governmental 
or non-governmcnul, which 1s quahbed in matters 
covered b>· the Convention and whtch has mformed the 
secrctJnJt of It> \Hsh to be representt.:d at .1 sessiOn of tht: 
Conference of the parnes as an obsen·er, may be so 
admmed unless at lc.1st onc-thJrd of die parnes present 
ob1ecr. The admiSSton and partiCip.ltlon of observers sllJll 
be subJeCt to the rules of procedure adopted by the 
Conference of the part1cs. 

Article 8 

Sccretanat 

1. A secretanat is hereby est.1bltshed. 

2. 1 he functions of the secreurur shall he 

(,1) to make arrangements for sessions of the Conference 
of the p.1rncs and trs suhsidt.Jr) bodies esr.1bhshed 
under the Com ention and to pro•. Ide them With 
scrnce'i a;, reqll!red, 

(b) to compile and transmit reports submmed to It; 

(c) to faCilitate as'iiSt~mce to the pc1rnes. pJrt!cularl) 
dcvclopmg country p.1rt1c~. on request, 1n the 
comptlannn and comrnuni<.:.ltiOn or mformanon 
reqlllred 1n .1ccord.1nce '' Ith the prons10ns of the 
Com en non; 

tel) tn prep.1rc rc·port;, <m It> .1Ltll I tiL'' .1<1d f'IT>Cnt them 
w the Conkrcnce nt thL· ['.11 n•:'i. 

(<:) to cn-;ure rhe nccess,1r~ courLhn,mon 11 Jth the 
SCL rcun.Hs uf oth1.:1 1 clc1 .ltH mrt:rn.HI<HUI bodlt:o, 

(t· t•l enter. under the <•1er.1!! ;.,oJ!d.l!Kc of the 
CPnfcro·f1u: ot the p.Irtll''· lilt<' \Uch ,1dllllt11>tf.HJIL' 
.l!ld ("lltfJLI:l.11 .11 r.Hqcmcilh ,J, !<o,l he rcqutn:d L•t 
r;·~ ctr:.:~..r~.c d:,.,.h 1r:~1.. (d It: ... t 11fl,_.-l\tl: • ll~d 
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(g) to perform the other secrctanat functions spec1fied in 
the ConventiOn and in .1nv of tts Protocols and such 
other tuncnons as may be determmed by the 
Conference of the parties. 

3. The Conference of the parties, at 1ts f1rst sc;s10n, 
shall designate a permanent secretariat and m.1ke 
arrangements for Its functioning. 

Artzde 9 

Subsidtary body for sctcntific and technological advice 

1. A subs1d1an bodv for suennftc and technologtcal 
ad\ tse IS hereby ~stabh~hed to prov1dc the Conference of 
the parties and, as appropn.ne, 1ts other subsicltary 
bod1es wnh ttmely information and advice on sc1ennfic 
and technologtcal matters rel.wng to the Convention 
Tim bodv shall be open to p.un<.:tp.1tlon by all parnes 
and sh.1ll be mulndJsCJplmary. It shall compnse 
government represcntatl\ es competent m the rdevam 
f1eld of expertise. It shall report reguLuly to the 
Con terence of the p.ur1es on all aspects of its work. 

2 Under the gllld,Jncc of the Confaence of the 
parncs, ,111cl dral\ Ing upon existing compctenr 
mt~:nunonal hod1cs, thts bodv shalL 

{,1) pronde a>sessmcnts ot 
knowledge rel.wng to 
eftccts; 

the ~t.ltC of SCienttfiC 
climate ch.1nge and tts 

(b) prepare sCicnttflc assessments on the effects of 
measures taken m the unplemcntanon of the 
Com en non; 

(c) identtf) mnov.1t1ve, efftclent and st,lte-of-the-art 
technologtes and know-how and adVIse on the ways 
and me~1m of promotmg development and/or 
transfernng suc:h technologte~; 

(d) pro11dt: ad\·Jce on sc1ennf1c progmmmes, 
mtern,nton,ll cooperanon tn research and 
de\ elopmem reb ted to cit mate thange, a> well a~ on 
\\,1\'S and me.1m of surpornng enclngcnou'i 
cap,1otv-bulldmg tn devclopmg countnes, and 

(c) respond to scientifiC, tec:hnologi..:al and 
mcthodolog1c.11 question~ th,lt the Conference of the 
p.11 nes and ns suhsidl.lr} bod1cs may rut ro the 
hod) 

_) The hmct1ons and ternb of rderence ot thi> bod~ 
111.11 hL' turrhcr ei.Jbor.Hc>cl h\ the Conference of thL' 
p.u nc' 

\ -,~ :'-.ll!LP\ hnth tn~· II11Jlk'Illt11LH1Uil t"l h, rLt'\ 
\'.t.\i'!' ,f -~~ [:' .h".l)r t! t_' (_ •i'1'r~'lr..lh...l' 11f th.__· r.lffl~.") 1!1 d' .. .' 
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assessment and rev1ew of the eftecnve implementation of 
the Convennon. Th1s body shall be open to partJClpatJOn 
br all parnes and compnse government representatives 
who are experts on matters related to climate change. It 
shall report to the Conference of the part1es on all 
aspects of 1ts work. 

2. Under the gutdance of the Conference of the 
parttes, this bodr shall: 

(a) constder the mformat1on communicated m 
accordance wtth Arttcle 12 (1) to assess the overall 
aggregated effect of the steps taken br the parties m 
the ltght of the latest scientthc assessments 
concernmg cltmate change; 

(b) constder the mformation communiCated m 
accordance w1th Arude 12 (2) in order to assist the 
Conference of the parues m carrring out the rev1e~vs 
reqUired br Arttcle 4 (2) (d); and 

(.::) asstst the Conference of the parties, as appropnate, 
m the preparation and tmplementanon of its 
deCISIOnS. 

Artrcfe 11 

Financial mechanism 

1. A mechamsm for the proVISIOn of fmanc~al 
resources on a grant or concessional basts, mcluding for 
the transfer of technology, ts hereby defmed. It shall 
functiOn under the gltldance of, and be accountable to, 
the Conference of the parnes, wh1ch shall dectde on tts 
pol!ctes, programme pnonnes and eltpb1bty cnteria 
related to thts Convention. Its operatton shall be 
entrusted to one or more ex1stmg mternattonal enttttes. 

2. The fmancial mechamsm ~hall have an equttable 
and balanced represenranon of all pMties w1thm a 
transparent system of governance. 

3. The Conference of the parties and the ennty or 
entitles entrusted with the operatton of the f1nanctal 
mechanism shall agree upon arrangements to give effect 
to the above paragraphs, whKh shall mclude the 
follomng: 

(,t) modaht1es to ensure th,tt the fumkd projects to 

address chm.lte chctnge are in conformm With the 
pohc1es, programme pnorltles and elig1b11ity cmcn,t 
eo,rabli>hed by the Conterence ot the part1cs; 

(b) moLLtlmcs bv whtch .1 pamcuLtr fundmg deus1on 
m.t 1 be reconstdcred m light of theo,e pohctes. 
prof!rcli11111C pr!Oflt!C'> ;tllll eiJg!bditl critcn,l; 

,, ' ~'fu'. hWil b·. rhc L'IHit'. or Cil'lllC' of r..:gul.tl rcport, 
t·> til. lonkr.P~~ nr the p trt•·:, ,,. Jt' tuPdJn;..: 

operatiOns, whtch IS consistent \VIth the requirement 
for accounrabdity set out m paragraph 1 above; 
and 

(d) determmanon m a predictable and 1denttflahlc 
m.mner of the amount of fundmg necessary and 
avatl.tble for the 1mplementat10n of this Convennon 
and the conditions under which that amount shall be 
penod:cally re1 1ewed. 

4. The Conference of the part1es shall make 
arrangements to Implement the abovementioned 
prov tS1ons at Its f1rst session, rev:ewing and takmg mto 
account the mtenm arrangement<; referred to 111 

Arttcle 21 (3) and shall decide whether these mtenm 
arrangements shall be mamtamed. \X11th1n four } ears 
thereatrer, the Conference of the pc~rtle> shall revtew the 
hnancial mechamsm and take approprutc measures. 

5. The developed countr) parnes may al-;o prov1de and 
de1·elopmg country pames avatl thcmsehes of, fmanc1al 
resources related to the lmplement;ttlon of the 
Convennon through bilateral, reg1onal and other 
mulnlaterdl channels. 

Artrcle 12 

Commumcatton of informatton related to 
implementation 

1. In clCCOrdance \\lth Amde 4 (I) each part} shall 
commumcate to the Conference of the p:uttes, through 
the secretarwt, the followmg elements of mformation. 

(a) a ncttional tn\ entory ol anthropogenic em1ssions by 
sources and removab b) sinks of all greenhouse 
gases not controlled by the i\lontreal Protocol, to the 
extent m capacities permit, us1ng comparctble 
methodnlog1eo. to be promoted and agreed upon b} 
the Conference of the p.1rties; 

(b) a gener.tl de>enpnon of steps taken or em1saged by 
the p.trtl· to implement the Convention; and 

(c) an; other mfornut1on that the p.1rty cons1ders 
relcv.1nt to the ach1evcment of the objective of the 
Com en non .llld stu table tor mclus1on 111 1ts 
C0111111llll1C.HIOI1, incluJmg. 11 k.t'>lhk, !llcltCrlcll 
rele'- .tnt fm c.tkul.tttons of glnh:-11 enli<;SJnn trends 

2 F .tch del eloped cotmtr; petit\ ,tnd ectch other pclrr; 
Included 111 Annex I shall mcnrporate 111 ItS 
commumcanon the follmv mg element-; of mformation: 

\.1' .t dc"t.uled dc,C:f1(1[hJJ1 of the r•>ikl•:' .tnd me.burt:' 
th l[ I[ ll.h .1d<Jptc•d til llllj'\c,llL"Il[ I<> L(ll1lll1ltfllt:l1[ 
~"l'r"'u.l!H ['' \~rh:l ... 4 t2. {,tl Jl:..._l 1\·; lH.l 
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(b) a speofic estimate ot the effects that the pohcies and 
measures referred tom ~ubp.uagr.1ph (a) Immediately 
above \ull haw: on anthropogenic em1ssions 
by Its sources .1nd removals by Its !>tnks of 
greenhouse gases during the penod referred to m 
Arndc 4 (2) (a). 

3. In add1t1on, each developed country party and each 
other developed party mcluded 111 Annex II shaH 
mcorporate details of measures taken m accordance With 
Amde 4 (3), (4) and (5). 

4. Developmg country p.1rnes may, on a voluntary 
basis, propose proJects for fmancing, mcludmg spec1fic 
technologies, marenals, equipment, techn1ques or 
practices that would be needed to Implement such 
projects, along wtth, tf possible, an estimate of all 
mcremental costs, of the reductions of emisstons and 
mcrements of remov.1J~ of greenhouse gases, as well as an 
estimate of the consequenr benefitS. 

5 E.1ch developed country party and each other party 
mcluded in Annex I shall make 1t~ llllttal t.ommunication 
wtthm six months of the entry mto force of the 
Convention for th,lt party Each party not so ltsted sh.1ll 
m.1 ke Its mmal communication \\'Ithm three years of the 
enrr} mro force of the Com·ennon for that party, or of 
the availability ot fmano,1l resources m accordance wtth 
Article 4 (3). Partie~ that are least developed countnes 
ma} make their mltlal commun~eanon at their d1screnon. 
The frequency of subsequent communtcanons by all 
partie~ shall be determmed by the Conference of the 
p.unc~, taking tnto account the differentiated timetable 
set b} thts paragraph. 

6. Information communicated by p.utics under this 
ArtiCle ~h.,[J be transmitted by the secretariat as soon as 
pos~1ble to the Contcrence of the parttes and to any 
subsidtary bodies corKerned If necessary, the procedures 
for the commumcanon of tnformatton ma\ be further 
cons1dacd b' the Conference of the parties 

7 hom It~ tm.r se>>ion, the Conference of the parties 
sh,1ll arrange tor the prO\ ISIOn to developmg countrv 
p.~rnes of tech111c.JI and frnclnual support, on request, 111 

compdmg and communiCHrng mform.ltiOn pursuant to 

thts Arncle, a~ well as 111 1dennfying the techmcal and 
hnanc1al needs assocured With proposed pro1ects and 
1 esponse me.1surc~ pursu.1nt to Arncle 4 Such support 
nu' be prO\ 1ded b,- othL·r p.unes, b) competent 
IIHernanon,ll org.1nll,ltlom .1nd b) the sccretan.lt, a'> 
:1rrrorn Ite. 

S :\m group tlt p.lrtiL'~ m.l\. suhjL'Ct to glllddrncs 
adopted b; the Conference oi the pcun.::s, and to pnor 
nonhcanon tu the C:onkrt:nu: ot rhe p.1rnc-., m.tkc a jOint 

C•ll11111llllit:.ltr<>n 111 fultdlllL'I't ot rhc1r nhhg,HIOib pursu.lllt 
''' rhh -\rt'ck·. P'"' I.lcd rb.H .;u,·h ,1 coilllllllniC.ltH'Il 
llklu,!._., Illltlri!l.HI•Hl nn rh,· tcdtdm,·nr I" L'.10.:h ot thc>c 
J""'lrnv.._ 11r :'".., lflt.._!l\ 1Jt~. 1 ! •)J,J (_r,l!i•H 1 '-t r·t:r .... t'~lllt tu rih 

I · '·, ... _·1. r:~ :.1 
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9 Information recetved by the secretanat that ts 
designated b} a party as confidential, m accordance wtth 
critena to be establtshed by the Conference of the parties, 
shall be aggregated by the secretanat to protect HS 

confidentiahty before being made available to any of the 
bodres involved m the communication and revtew of 
mformatwn. 

10. Subject to paragraph 9 above, and wtthout 
prejudtce to the ability of any party to m.tke public Its 
commumcatiOn at any time, the secretariat shall make 
communications by parties pursuant to this Arttde 
pubhdy available at the ttme they are submmed to the 
Conference of the parnes 

Art1cle 13 

Resolution of quesuons regarding implementation 

The Conference of the parues shall, at its flfSt se~sion, 
constder the establishment of a multilateral consultam·e 
proces5, available to parries on thetr request, for the 
resolution of questions reg.udmg the Implementation of 
the ConventiOn 

ArtiCle 14 

Settlement of disputes 

l. In the event of a dispute between any two or more 
p.utJes concernmg the Interpretation or application of the 
Convention, the parttes concerned shall seek a settlement 
of the dtspute through negonatton or any other peaceful 
means of their own chOice. 

2 \\'hen r.m t) mg. accepting, approvmg or accedmg to 

the Com•cntion, or at an~ ttme thereafter, a party wh1ch 
IS nor a regiOnal econom1c mtegratton org,1n1zatton may 
declare Ill a \\'tittcn mstrument submitted to the 
depositary that, 111 respect of any dtspute concermng the 
InterpretJtion or application of the Convention, 1t 
recogm7es a<> compubor~ rpso ~rcto and Without speoal 
agreement, m rel.won to an} part) acceprmg the same 
ohltg,mon 

(,1) submi'>>Wn of the d~;,putc tn the lnrcin.mun.1l Court 
ot Ju~tice, ,md/or 

(b) .I rhnr.mon 111 .1~cord.1nce \\ nh procedure~ to be 
,ldnptl'd h1 the Confcn:nCL' ot thl' p.Irtle<; ,1<; <;non ,b 

pl.ldiC.1hJc, Ill .Ill .11111<:'. 011 ,11 hitr.ltlOrl 

--\ p.1rl 1 \\ hki' I'-. .! fL'gloll~ll I:L')ll•)flll..: lllt(.t!LHiO!I 

nr'.!.Jil!/~1 !IP! rnl" nLd ... L ,! d~· ... Llr~ttl•)ll \". H·h l1kc tfk~ r Ill 
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relation to arbitration m accordance w1th the pr~cedures 
referred to m subp.tragraph (b) abm·e 

3. A declaration made under paragraph 2 above shall 
remam in force unnl it expires m accordance with Its 
terms or unnl three months after wntten notice of its 
revocation has been deposited w1th the depoSitary. 

4. A new declaration, a nonce of revocation or the 
exp1ry of a declaration shall not in any way affect 
proceedmgs pendmg before the lnternanon.1l Court of 
Justice or the arbitral tnbunal, unless the parttes to the 
d1spute otherwise agree. 

5. Subject to the operanon of p,1ragraph 2 above, if 
after 12 months followmg nonficanon by one party to 
another that a d1spute ex1~ts between them, the parnes 
concerned have not been able to settle the1r dispute 
through the means mennoned 111 paragraph 1 above, the 
dtspute sh,1ll be submttted, at the request of any of the 
parnes to the dtspute, to conctlwnon 

6. A conctltatton commissiOn shall be created upon the 
request of one of the parnes to the d1spute. The 
commissiOn shall be composed of an equal number of 
members appomted h} eac.h party concerned and a 
chamnan chosen JOllltly bv the members appointed 
by each party. The commt~ston shall render a 
recommendatory award, wh1ch the parties shall com1der 
1n good faith. 

7. Addltlonal procedures rebtmg to conctltanon shall 
be adopted by the Conference of the parttes, as soon as 
pr.Ktlcable, m an annex on conCJhanon. 

8. The prm IS ions of thiS Article sh,lll applv to anr 
related legal mstrument which the Conference of the 
part1es may adopt, unless the instrument prov1des 
otherwtse. 

Arttclc 15 

Amendment~ to the Comention 

1. Anr p.1rty may propose amendment'> to the 
Convention. 

2. Amendment'> to the Conventton shall be adopted at 
an ordmary se~<;ton of the Conference of the p.1rt1es. The 
text of an) propo~ed amendment to the Com·ennon sh,11l 
be communtc.ltl'd to the p.1rne~ 11\ the ~ccrct<HI,H at least 
~~" month~ heforc the meeting at whtch It 1.., propo~cd for 
adoption. The secret,lfl.lt sh.11! also commumcarc 
proposed <1mendmems to the stgn.ltones to the 
Com en non and, tor mform.lt!on, to the depostr.Hy. 

~ 1 ht· p.lrrtt'> ~h.1ll 111.1 ke C\ t'f\ ctfort to re,H.h 
.1grcement • 111 .111\ propo ... etl ,lOl(.IJdmtllt to tht· 
(Oil\ (.'llflt)ll lw COiht'll>lh If .11! dt<~rt.., .lt COibt'lbll~ h,l\l' 

hc·cn e"luu,tt'(.L .llicl p(, .l_l:rc·clllt'nr r~.1chcd, rl••: 

amendment shall as a last resort be adopted by a 
three-quarter m.1jont} vote of the parttcs present and 
votmg at the meeting. The adopted amendment shall be 
commumcated hy the secret.1nat to the depositary, who 
shall Circulate it to all parties for thctr acceptance. 

4. Instruments of acceptance m respect of an 
amendment shall be deposited w1th the depositary. An 
amendment adopted m accordance wtth paragraph 3 
above shall enter into force for those parttes havmg 
accepted 1t on the 90th day after the date of rece1pt br 
the depositary of an mstrumcnt of acceptance by at least 
three-quarters of the parnes to the Com·entton. 

5. The amendment shall enter into force for any other 
party on the 90th d,1r after the date on \duch that party 
depoSits With the depositary its mstrument of acceptance 
of the s,ud amendment. 

6 For the purposes of thts Article, 'parties present and 
votmg' means parties present and cJsting an aftJrmati\e 
or negative vote. 

Article 16 

Adoption and amendment of Annexes to the 
ConventiOn 

1. Anne ... es to the ConventiOn shall form an integral 
parr thereof and, unless otherwtse expressly provided, a 
reference to the Convennon constitutes at the same ttme 
a reference to any Annexes thereto. w·Jthout prejudtce to 
the provisions of Arncle 14 (2) (b) and (7), such Annexes 
sh<1ll be restncted to lJSt<;, forms and any other matenal 
of a descnpnve nature that ts of a sctentiftc, techmcal, 
procedural or admtmstratJve chnracter. 

2. Annexes to the Convcnnon sh.1ll he proposed and 
adopted in accordance with the procedure set forth 111 

Arncle 15 (2), {3) and (4). 

3. An Annex th.u ha~ been adopted 111 accordance 
'' 1tl1 paragraph 2 abme sh.1ll enter into force for all 
parties to the Convention si" month-; attcr the date of the 
communJCatl0n br the dcpostt,uy to such parties ot the 
adoprwn of the Annex, except tor those p.unes that h.H e 
nontJeJ the dcptl>IUJ :·, m \\ rmng, \\ tthm th,lt penod of 
rhe11 n(lihllceptance of the Anm·x 1 he Antl<.:'< shall enter 
HHO force for pMtiC'i whtch \\'tthdr.l\v thetr notilh .. atlon of 
non·acceptancc on the 90th d.1~ after the d,Ht: on whtch 
wtthdraw,d of ~uch nonf1canon h.1s been rece1vcd by the 
dt·po~!tJn 

4 Tht· pw[>th,d, .!,lopn·.HI ,1nd L'lltJ'\ lllr'' torce nt 
.llllc'11clmc•nt> [;l \nne'\•.'' [•l rhc· (_ ()Jl\,'11[]()11 o;h.lll h.: 
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subject to the same procedure as that for the proposal, 
adoption and entry mto force of Annexes to the 
Convention m accordance w1th paragraphs 2 and 3 
above. 

5. If the adoption of an Annex or an amendment to an 
Annex involves an amendment to the ConventiOn, that 
Annex or amendment to an Annex shall not enter into 
force until such time as the amendment to the 
Convention enters into force. 

ArtiCle 17 

Protocols 

1. The Conference of the parttes may, at any ordmary 
session, adopt Protocols ro the Convention. 

2. The text of any proposed Protocol shall be 
commumcated to the parnes by the secretanat at least s1x 
months before such a session. 

3. The requirements tor the entry mto force of any 
Protocol shall be established by that msrrument. 

4. Only parties to the Convention may be parties to a 
Protocol. 

5. DeCISIOns under any Protocol shall be taken only by 
the parues to the Protocol concerned. 

Art1cle 18 

Right to "ore 

I. Each party to the ConventiOn shall have one vote, 
except as provided tor m paragraph 2 below. 

2. Reg10nal economic tntcgration org.1ntzat1ons, in 
matters w1thm thetr competence, shall exeretse thetr nght 
to vote wtth a number of votes equal to the number of 
their member States that are p.uncs to the Conventton 
Such an orgJmzatJOn shall not exerc1se tts nght to vote if 
any of its member St.ltes exercises tts nght, and vice 
H:rsa. 

Art1de f') 

Depmiury 

ThL· Secret.H! -Crt:ncrJl ot thl' Un1tt:d ;-,;,wons shall be tht: 
dq'O>tt.u~ of the Con\'ennon .1nd of protocol, .1doptcd 111 
.1.cnrd.tnCL \\ tth [\rn~k l-. 
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Article 20 

Signature 

Thts Convennon shall be open for stgnarure by States 
members of the United Nations or of any of Its 
spectalized agenctes or that are Parnes to the Statute of 
the International Court of J usttce and by regional 
economiC mtegranon orgamzations at Rw de Janeiro, 
dunng the Umted Nations Conference on Environment 
and Development, and thereafter at United Nations 
HeadquJrters tn New York- from 20 June 1992 to 
19 June 1993. 

Art1cle 21 

Interim arrangements 

1. The secretanat funcnons referred to rn Article 8 w1ll 
be earned out on an mtenm basis by the secretariat 
esrabltshed by the General Asscmbh- of the Untted 
Nations m Its resolution 45/212 of 21 December 1990, 
unnl the completion of the first session of the Conference 
of the parties. 

2. The head of the mtenm secretariat referred to 111 

paragraph 1 above wlll cooperate closely wtth the 
lntergO\ernmental P.111cl on Cltmate Change to ensure 
that the Panel can respond w the need for obJecttve 
sc1ent1itc and techmcal advice. Other relevant sctent1f1c 
bod1es could also be consulted. 

3. The Global Em 1ronmenr Faclltty of the United 
Nanons Development Programme, the Umted Nattons 
Environment Programme and the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development shall be the 
mternanon.1l ennty entrusted wtth the operatton of the 
fmanctal mech.1n1sm rderred to m Arttcle 11 on an 
tntenm b.1sis. In thts connecnon, the Glob.1l Em tronment 
Facdlt~ should he appropnatel; restructured and its 
membershtp made umversal to enable tt to fulftl the 
reqwremenrs ot Arnclc II. 

Art1de 22 

Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession 

The Com ..:nnon slull be suh1ecr ro r.mi1~..anon, 
acccpt.l!Kl:, npprov.1l or .JCces>IOll b; Sr.Hc> :tnd b) 
rcg10n.1l c..:onnmtc mtegr.won organtz.Hions It shJll b~: 
open for accession trom rlw d.J} nfrer the J.Ht: on \\ htch 
the Comennon IS clmed for signature. ln~rrumcnrs ot 
r.mficanon, ,JCu.·punct:. nppro1.1l or a ... cc~sion sh.11l be 
Lkpo<;ltcd \\ 1rh the dL·po>iiLH 1. 

.., :\111 rc:~l< >l~.tl ._.,, •n• H111L llltegr.HIOll org.1 ntt.lt"'li 
\\ I11 •. 1J l•c'l.<>lllc'' t ;'.tr ~., ttl the· Coi1\L'11tl"ll \1 1thnur .lll\ • •t 
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its member States bemg a party shall be bound by all the 
obltgattons under the Conventton. In the case of such 
orgamzattons, one or more of whose member States IS a 
party to the Conventton, the orgamzatton and Its member 
States shall dectde on thetr respective responsibtltttes 
for the performance of their obligations under the 
Convention. In such cases, the organtzatton and the 
member States shall not be enmled to exercise nghts 
under the Convention concurrently. 

3. In their instruments of ratifiCation, acceptance, 
approval or accesston, regiOnal economic mtegration 
orgamzattons shall declare the extent of thetr competence 
with respect to the matters governed by the Convention. 
These orgamzattons shall also inform the depositary, who 
shall m turn inform the parnes, of any substantial 
modiftcanon m the extent of their competence. 

Article 23 

Entry into force 

1. The Convention shall enter mto force on the 90th 
day after the date of deposit of the 50th mstrument of 
ratihcanon, acceptance, approval or accessiOn 

2. For each State or regtonal economtc mtegration 
organizatiOn that ratiftes, accepts or approves the 
ConventiOn or accedes thereto after the deposit of the 
50th instrument of rauflcatton, acceptance, approval or 
accession, the Convention shall enter into force on 
the 90th day after the date of depostt by such State 
or regtonal ecoriomtc mtegration orgamzatton of Its 
instrument of rattftcatiOn, acceptance, approval or 
accessiOn. 

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 above, any 
mstrument deposited by a regtonal economtc tntegratton 
organization shall not be counted as addttional to those 
depostted by States members of rhe orgamzanon. 

Arttcle 24 

Reservations 

No reservations may be made to the Convention. 

Arttcle 25 

Withdrawal 

1. At any time after three years from the date on 
whtch the Convention has entered mto force for a party, 
that party may wtthdraw from the Convention by gtving 
wntten nonficatton to the depositary. 

2. Any such withdrawal shall take effect upon expiry 
of one year from the dare of receipt by the depositary of 
the notlftcatton of withdrawal, or on such later date as 
may be specified in the nottftcatlon of Withdrawal. 

3. Any party that withdraws trom the Convention 
shall be constdered as also havmg Withdrawn from any 
Protocol to wh1ch 1t ts a part~·. 

Arttcle 26 

Authentic texts 

The original of th1s ConventiOn, of which the Arab1c, 
Chmese, English, French, Russ1an and Spamsh texts are 
equally authenttc, shall be deposited w1th the 
Secretary-General of the Umted Nattons. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the understgned, being duly 
authonzed to that effect, have stgned th1s ConventiOn .. 

DONE at New York th1s nmth day of May one thousand 
nme hundred and nmety-rwo. 
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Public Hearing on Climate Change and Small Island States 

Preamble 

Draft Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction 

("AOSIS Protocol") 

The Parties to this Protocol, 

ANNEX III 

Being Parties to the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (the 
Convention), 

Acknowledging that the ultimate objective of the Convention and of this protocol is to achieve 
stabilisation of atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations at a level which would prevent 
dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system within a time frame sufficient to 
allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that food production is not 
threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner, 

Nothing that Article 3 of the Convention requires developed country Parties to take the lead in 
combatting climate change and the adverse effects thereof, 

Conscious of the need for developed country Parties to adopt specific targets and time frames 
for reducing emission of greenhouse gases to achieve the Objective of the Convention, 

Reaffirming that per capita emissions in developing counties are still relatively low and that the 
share of global emissions originating in developing countries will grow to meet their social and 
development needs, 

Aware of the advantages of coordinating relevant measures and strategies, including specific 
administrative and economic instruments to achieve the Objective of the Convention, 

Acknowledging that in accordance with the principle of common but differentiated 
responsibility Parties to the Convention and this Protocol should in future re-examine the 
impact of global efforts to combat climate change and the adverse effects thereof, 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 

Article 1 - Definitions 

For the purposes of the protocol: 

1. 11 Annex I Parties 11 means the developed country Parties and other developed Parties 
included in Annex I of the Convention, that also Parties to this Protocol. 
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2. "Conference of the Parties" means the Conference of the Parties to the Convention 
established pursuant to Article 7 of the Convention. 

3. "Convention" means the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
adopted on 9 May 1992, and unless the text otherwise indicates, the terms defined in 
Article 1 of the Convention shall have the same meaning in this Protocol. 

4. "Meeting of the Parties" means the Conference of the Parties established pursuant to 
Article 8 of this Protocol. 

5. "Montreal Protocol" means the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the 
Ozone Layer, as subsequently adjusted and amended. 

6. "Objective" means the ultimate objective stated in Article 2 of the Convention. 

7. "Parties" means the Parties to the present Protocol. 

8. "Parties to the Convention 11 means Parties for whom the Convention has legally entered 
into force in accordance with the Convention's provisions. 

9. "Principles" means, unless the context otherwise requires, the Principles stated in 
Article 3 of the Convention. 

10. "Secretariat" means the Secretariat established under Article 8 of the Convention. 

Article 2 - Basic Commitment 

In accordance with the Objective and Principles of the Convention, all Parties, taking into 
account their common but differentiated responsibilities and their specific national and regional 
development priorities, objectives and circumstances shall implement national and, where 
appropriate, regional programmes containing measures to mitigate climate change by 
addressing anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases 
not controlled by the Montreal Protocol. 

Article 3 - Targets for Greenhouse Gas Reductions 

1. Each of the Annex I Parties, shall: 

(a) Reduce its 1990 level of anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide by at least 20 
percent by the year 2005; and 

(b) Adopt specific targets and timetables to limit or reduce other greenhouse gases not 
controlled by the Montreal Protocol, including, targets and timetables for methane, 
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nitrous oxide and fluorocarbons, in accordance with a programme of additional 
commitments to be negotiated and adopted by the first Meeting of the Parties. 

2. The Meeting of the Parties shall review and revise the commitments of the Annex I Parties 
contained in subparagraph (a), and the commitments adopted pursuant to subparagraph (b) 
above, in accordance with the precautionary principle and the best available scientific 
information and assessment of climate change, not later than five years after the entry into 
force of this Protocol and thereafter at regular intervals to be determined by the Meeting of 
the Parties. 

3. Any Party not included in Annex I of the Convention that has expressed its intention to be 
bound by Article 4.2(a) and (b) of the Convention in accordance with Article 4.2(g) of the 
Convention, may in its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession to this 
Protocol, or at any time thereafter, notify the Depositary that it intends to be bound by 
Articles 3 to 5 of this Protocol. The Depositary shall inform the other signatories and 
Parties of any such notification. 

Article 4 - Coordination Mechanism 

1. A mechanism to facilitate Annex I Parties' coordination of measures developed to achieve 
the Objective of the Convention is hereby established to provide the Meeting of the Parties, 
and as appropriate, the institutions established by the Convention and other relevant 
international organisations, with timely advice on the coordination of such measures. 

2. The mechanism shall provide advice on the full range of measures the coordination of 
which could assist Annex I Parties implement their commitments to combat climate change 
and the adverse effects thereof. These measures shall include, inter alia, the coordination of 
economic instruments such as taxes or subsidies, administrative instruments such as least 
cost or integrated resource planning, energy efficiency standards and recycling, and 
specific measures covering the industrial, energy, transportation, land use, agriculture, 
waste management and forestry sectors. 

3. The mechanism shall be open to participation by all Parties to this Protocol and shall be 
multidisciplinary. It shall comprise governmental representatives competent in the relevant 
field of expertise. It shall report regularly to the Meeting of the Parties on all aspects of its 
work. 

4. The functions, terms of reference, organization and operation of this mechanism shall be 
elaborated further at the first Meeting of the Parties. 

Article 5 - Reporting Requirements 

1. Each of the Annex I Parties shall communicate to the Meeting of the Parties, through the 
Secretariat, the following information: 
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(a) A detailed description of the Policies, programmes and measures it has undertaken to 
implement its commitments under Articles 2 to 4 above; and 

(b) A specific estimate of the effects that these policies, programmes and measures will 
have on anthropogenic emissions by its sources and removals by its sinks of 
greenhouses gases. 

2. Each of the Annex I Parties shall also provide information on the full costs and benefits of 
the policies and measures described in subparagraphs (a) and (b), and indicate how such 
policies and measures from part of a least cost implementation strategy. At their first 
Meeting, Parties shall consider and agree on methodologies for Annex I Parties to 
undertake calculations of the full costs and benefits referred to above. 

3. Each of the Annex I Parties shall make its initial communication within one year of the 
entry into force of the Protocol for that Party. The frequency of subsequent 
communications shall be determined by the first Meeting of the Parties. 

Article 6 - Institutional Arrangements 

1. Decisions under this Protocol shall be taken only by Parties to this Protocol. Parties shall 
bear in mind that the Conference of the Parties, as the supreme body of the Convention, 
must also keep under regular review the implementation of any related legal instruments, 
such as this Protocol. 

2. This Secretariat, financial mechanism and subsidiary bodies established by the Convention 
or by the Conference of the Parties shall be available for use by the Parties subject to the 
prior approval of such arrangements by the Conference of the Parties. 

3. To avoid duplication, overlap and conflicts between the institutional structures and 
reporting requirements established by the Convention and those established by the Protocol, 
the first Meeting of the Parties shall seek guidance on these matters from the Conference of 
the Parties. 

4. The first Meeting of the Parties shall adopt by consensus financial rules, in accordance with 
guidance received from the Conference of the Parties, to ensure that any additional funds 
for the operation of this Protocol are provided by the Parties to this Protocol. 

Article 7 - Transfer of Technology 

Annex I Parties shall ensure: 

(a) That the best available technologies, practices and processes that control, reduce or 
prevent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal 
Protocol in all relevant sectors, including the industrial, energy, transport, industry, 
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agriculture, forestry and waste management sectors, are expeditiously transferred to 
developing country Parties to this Protocol; 

(b) That every practicable step is taken to support the development and enhancement of the 
endogenous capacities and technologies of developing country Parties; 

(c) That the transfers referred to in subparagraph (a) occur under fair and most favourable 
conditions. 

Article 8 - Meeting of the Parties 

1. A Meeting of the Parties is hereby established. The Meeting of the Parties shall keep under 
regular review the implementation of the Protocol and shall make, within its mandate, the 
decisions necessary to achieve its effective implementation. To this end, it shall: 

(a) Periodically review the commitments of the Parties and the institutional arrangements 
under the Protocol, in the light of Objective and Principles of the Convention, the 
experience gained in the Protocol's implementation and the evolution of scientific and 
technological knowledge; 

(b) Adopt targets and timetables referred to in Article 3.1; 

(c) Review and revise the commitments of Annex I Parties referred to in Article 3.2; 

(d) Receive, review and ensure the publication of information submitted to it, including the 
reports submitted by Parties pursuant to Article 5; 

(e) Regularly assess the overall aggregated effect of the steps taken by Annex I Parties in 
the light of the latest scientific assessments concerning climate change, and the 
Protocol's objective, and ensure the publication of such assessments; 

(f) At its first Meeting, agree upon and adopt by consensus, rules of procedure and 
financial rules for itself and for any subsidiary body; 

(g) Receive reports from, and if necessary give guidance to the financial mechanism and to 
subsidiary bodies on matters relating to the implementation of this Protocol; 

(h) Seek and utilize, where appropriate, the services and cooperation of, and information 
provided by, competent international organizations and intergovernmental and non -
governmental bodies; 

(I) Establish further subsidiary bodies as may be deemed necessary for the implementation 
of the Protocol; 
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ij) Make recommendations on any matters necessary for the implementation of this 
Protocol; 

(k) Consider and if approved, adopt proposal for any amendment of or addition to this 
Protocol or any annex thereto; and 

(1) Exercise such other functions as are required for the implementation of this Protocol, 
including any functions assigned to it by the Conference of the Parties. 

2. The Secretariat shall convene the first Meeting of the Parties not later than one year after 
the date of the entry into force of this Protocol and if feasible, in conjunction with a 
meeting of the Conference of the Parties. Thereafter ordinary sessions of the Meeting of the 
Parties shall be held every year in conjunction with sessions of the Conference of the 
Parties, unless otherwise decided by the Meeting of the Parties. 

3. Extraordinary sessions of the Meeting of the Parties shall be held at such other times as may 
be deemed necessary by the Meeting of the Parties, or at the written request of any Party, 
provided that, within six months of such a request being communicated to the Parties by the 
Secretariat, it is supported by at least one third of the Parties. 

4. The United Nations, its specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
as well as any State not Party to this Protocol, may be represented at any Meeting of the 
Parties as observers. Any body or agency, whether national or international, governmental 
or non- governmental, which is qualified in matters covered by the Protocol and which has 
informed the Secretariat of its wish to be represented at a session of the Meeting of the 
Parties as an observer, may be so admitted unless at least one third of the Parties present 
object. The admission and participation of observers shall be subject to the rules of 
procedure adopted by the Parties at their first Meeting. 

Article 9 - Settlement of disputes 

In the event of a dispute arising between any two or more Parties concerning the interpretation 
or application of the Protocol, the Parties shall seek a settlement in accordance with Article 14 
of the Convention. 

Article 10 - Amendments to the protocol 

1. Any Party may propose amendments to the Protocol. 

2. Amendments to the Protocol shall be adopted at a Meeting of the Parties. The text of any 
proposed amendment to the Protocol shall be communicated to the Secretariat who shall 
inform the Parties of the proposed amendment at least 6 months before the meeting at 
which it is proposed for adoption. 
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3. The Parties shall make every effort to reach agreement on any proposed amendments to the 
Protocol by consensus. If all efforts at consensus have been exhausted, and no agreement 
reached, the amendment shall as a last resort be adopted by a two- thirds majority vote of 
the Parties present and voting at the meeting. The adopted amendment shall be 
communicated by the Secretariat to the Depositary, who shall circulate it to all Parties for 
their acceptance. 

4. Instruments of acceptance in respect of an amendment shall be deposited with the 
Depositary. An amendment adopted in accordance with paragraph 3 above shall enter into 
force for those Parties having accepted it on the ninetieth day after the date of receipt by the 
Depositary of an instrument of acceptance by at least two- thirds of the Parties to the 
Protocol. 

5. The amendment shall enter into force for any other Party on the ninetieth day after the date 
on which that Party deposits with the Depositary its instrument of acceptance of the said 
amendment. 

6. For the purposes of this Article, "Parties present and voting" means Parties present and 
casting an affirmative or negative vote. 

Article 11 - Adoption and amendment of annexes to the Protocol 

1. The Meeting of the Parties may adopt annexes to this Protocol. Such annexes shall form an 
integral part thereof and, unless otherwise expressly provided, a reference to the Protocol 
shall constitute at the same time a reference to any annexes thereto. 

2. Annexes to the Protocol shall be proposed and adopted in accordance with the procedure set 
out in Article 10, paragraphs 2 and 3 above. 

3. An annex that has been adopted in accordance with paragraph 2 above shall enter into force 
for all Parties to the Protocol six months after the date of the communication by the 
Depositary to such Parties of the adoption of the annex, except for those Parties that have 
notified the Depositary, in writing, within that period of their non- acceptance of the 
annex. The annex shall enter into force for parties which withdraw their notification of 
non -acceptance on the ninetieth day after the date on which withdrawal of such 
notification has been received by the Depositary. 

4. The proposal, adoption and entry into force of amendments to annexes to the Protocol shall 
be subject to the same procedure as that for the proposal and adoption of annexes to the 
Protocol in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3 above. 

5. If the adoption of an annex or an amendment to an annex involves an amendment to the 
Protocol, that annex or amendment to an annex shall not enter into force until such time as 
the amendment to the Protocol enters into force. 
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Article 12 - Relationship between this Protocol and the Convention 

Except as otherwise provided in this Protocol, the provisions of the Convention relating to its 
protocols shall apply to this Protocol. 

Article 13 - Right to vote 

1. Each Party to the Protocol shall have one vote, except as provided for in paragraph 2 
below. 

2. Regional economic integration organisations, in matters within their competence, shall 
exercise their right to vote with a number of votes equal to the number of their member 
States which are Parties to the Protocol. Such and organisation shall not exercise its right to 
vote if any of its member States exercised its right, and vice versa. 

Article 14 - Depositary 

As provided under Article 19 of the Convention, the Secretary- General of the United Nations 
shall be the Depositary of the Protocol. 

Article 15 - Signature 

The Protocol shall be open for signature by States Members of the United Nations or any of its 
specialised agencies or that are Parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice and by 
regional economic integration organisations at Berlin during the first session of the Conference 
of the Parties, and thereafter at the United Nations Headquarters in New York from 8 April 
1995 to 7 April1996. 

Article 16 - Ratification, acceptance, approval and accession 

1. The Protocol shall be subject to ratification, acceptance, approval or accession by States 
and regional economic integration organisations. It shall be open for accession from the day 
after the date on which the Protocol is closed for signature. Instruments of ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession shall be deposited with the Depositary. 

2. Any regional economic integration organisation which becomes a Party to the Protocol 
without any of its member States being a Party shall be bound by all the obligations under 
the Protocol. In such cases, the organisation and the member States shall not be entitled to 
exercise rights under the Protocol concurrently. 

3. In their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, regional economic 
integration organizations shall declare the extent of their competence with respect to the 
matters governed by the Protocol. These orgal}isations shall also inform the Depositary, 
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who shall in turn inform the Parties, of any substantial modification in the extent of their 
competence. 

Article 17 - Entry into force 

1. The Protocol shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the 
thirtieth instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession. 

2. For each State or regional economic integration organisation which ratifies, accepts or 
approves the Protocol or accedes thereto after the deposit of the instrument of ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession, the Protocol shall enter into force on the ninetieth day 
after the date of deposit by such State or regional economic integration organisation of its 
instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession. 

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 above, any instrument deposited by a regional 
economic integration organisation shall not be counted as additional to those deposited by 
Sate members of the organisation. 

Article 18 - Reservations 

No reservations may be made to this Protocol. 

Article 19 - Withdrawal 

1. At any time after three years from the date on which the Protocol has entered into force for 
a Party, that Party may withdraw from the Protocol by giving notice in writing to the 
Depositary. 

2. Any such withdrawal shall take effect upon expiry of one year from the date of receipt by 
the Depositary of the notification ow withdrawal or on such later date as may be specified 
in the notice of withdrawal. 

3. Any Party which withdraws from the Convention shall, pursuant to Article 25 of the 
Convention, be considered to have withdrawn from this Protocol also. 
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Article 20 - Authentic Texts 

The original of this Protocol, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and 
Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary- General of the 
United Nations. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorised to that effect, have sighed 
this Protocol. 

DONE at Berlin this ___ day of ___ one thousand nine hundred and ninety five. 
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ANNEX IV 

Council conclusions on climate change adopted 9 March 1995 

Following a discussion on preparation for the first Conference of the 
Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (Berlin, March- April 1995), 
the Council adopted the following conclusions: 

1. The Council confirms the conclusions which it adopted at the meeting on 15 and 16 
December 1994. It reiterates its view that commitments to reduce greenhouse gases to their 
1990 level by the year 2000 are insufficient to achieve the ultimate objective laid down in 
Article 2 of the Convention. It therefore considers Article 4(2) (a) and (b) of the Convention 
to be inadequate. 

2. The Council reaffirms the European Union's determination to meet its existing 
commitments and to take such additional measures as may be necessary to achieve this, and 
urges all other Annex I Parties to do the same. 

The Council, confirming its conclusions of 29 October 1990 inter alia to stabilize C02 

emissions in the Community as a whole at 1990 levels by the year 2000, calls upon the 
other Annex I Parties also to commit themselves to stabilizing their C02 emissions 
individually or jointly at 1990 level by the year 2000, i.e. at least not to exceed this 
level after 2000. 

3. INC 11 acknowledged the commitments in Article 4(2)(a) and (b) to be only a first step on 
the way to the Convention's ultimate objective and the need of their review at the first 
Conference of the Parties. The Council would emphasize that the second stage begins as of 
the year 2000, since the present commitments make no provision for the period after that 
date. 

4. The Council notes that for the commitments regarding the period after 2000, in view of 
likely ratification times, a protocol on policies and measures as well as targets and 
timetables in order to limit and progressively reduce greenhouse gas emissions would need 
to have been adopted in 1997 in order to enter into force by 2000. If it is to be adopted in 
1997, such a protocol would have to be drawn up in the course of a set of negotiations 
likely to extend over two years. 

5. The Council therefore reaffirms that the first Conference of the Parties needs at least to 
map out the mandate for negotiations on a protocol and set a time limit for its conclusion. 

6. The Council considers it desirable, drawing upon its conclusions of 15 and 16 December 
1994, and in the light of the discussions at INC 11, that the mandate to be decided upon by 
the first Conference of the Parties contain, in particular. the following key elements: 
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(a) Provision of a second step towards achieving the ultimate objective of the Convention. 

(b) Establishment of a special ad hoc working group, under the auspices of the Conference 
of the Parties, to elaborate a protocol, to which as many Parties as possible could 
adhere, building upon the principles in Article 3 of the Framework Convention on 
Climate Change and the findings of the IPCC including its Second Assessment Report. 
The AOSIS protocol proposal and the German delegation's suggestions will as well as 
others form part of the negotiations. 

(c) Report of the ad hoc group to the second Conference of the Parties on the state of 
negotiations on the protocol; completion of the negotiations six months before the third 
Conference of the Parties in order to allow adoption during that Conference. 

(d) Inclusion in the ad hoc group's working programme, in cooperation with the other 
subsidiary bodies, of an analysis or assessment to identify potential and possible policies 
and measures for achieving limitations and progressive reductions of greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

(e) Consideration of the following key elements for inclusion in the protocol: 

(I) comprehensiveness of the protocol, covering all greenhouse gases, their sources and 
sinks and all relevant sectors; 

(ii) common but differentiated responsibilities of Parties in line with their respective 
capabilities and possibilities: 

- lead responsibility of Annex I Parties through specific commitments, 
individually or jointly, strengthening and enlarging those undertaken in Article 
4(2)(a) and (b) of the Convention, 

- participation, over time, of non- Annex I Parties as recognized in Article 
4(2) (f) and (g); establishment of a framework leading to sustainable patterns of 
economic development that will secure steadily increasing economic growth 
while restraining the growth of greenhouse gas emissions; 

(iii) combined approach including both policies and measures as well as targets and 
timetables such as 2005 and 2010, taking into account the differences in starting 
points and approaches, economic structures and resource bases as set out in Article 
4(2)(a); 

(iv) coordinated policies and measures covering C02 and other greenhouse gases, in 
particular in those areas where international coordination is called for in view of 
competitiveness concerns, priority being given to: 
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measures subject to competitiveness concerns; 

measures concerning globally oriented industrial sectors; 

- measures in sectors where decisions may have long term adverse effects on 
climate change; 

- measures relating to tradeable products, 

in particular when these measures represent: 

* potential or actual globally significant greenhouse gas emissions or sinks; 

* potential significant benefits in addressing other problems; 

* potential further steps towards better energy efficiency; 

taking into account, inter alia, in an appropriate way the indicative list of possible 
policies and measures shown in the Annex to the present conclusions. 

(v) regular review of the commitments relating to the limitation and reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions; 

(vi) provisions to coordinate and exchange experience on national policies and measures 
in areas of interest, particularly those identified in the review and synthesis reports 
as a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions; 

(vii) provisions regarding public access to information on energy consumption and on 
national policies, regional institutes in charge of promoting a rational use of energy 
and energy labelling. 

7. They key elements for the mandate outlined above should form the basis for consultations 
and negotiations. 
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Annex 

INDICATIVE LIST OF POSSIBLE POLICIES AND MEASU~ 

Measures regarding energy use and C02 

- use of economic instruments, including fiscal measures such as C02/energy taxation and 
elimination of disincentives to the efficient use of energy; 
C02 emissions from large combustion plants; 
energy consumption by household appliances; 
thermal insulation of buildings; 
C02 emissions from energy- intensive industrial sectors; 
C02 and other greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles, and more generally from the 
terrestrial transport sector; 
C02 and other greenhouse gas emissions from international transport, especially from 
aeroplanes and boats; 
promotion of the use of new and renewable sources of energy; 

- storage of carbon in forests. 

Measures regarding CH4 

limitation of CH4 emissions from extraction and transfer of coal and gas; 
limitation of CH4 emissions from waste disposal. 

Measures regarding N20 

N20 emissions from some industrial processes (adipic acid, nitric acid, ... ); 
N20 emissions related to fertilizer use. 

Measures regarding HFCs and PFCs 

limitation of HFCs and PFCs emissions through an optimization of their use in all 
activities, i.e. in refrigeration and air- conditioning systems. 
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ANNEXV 

Resolution 1 

on all ACP Small Island States - climate change and the environment 

The ACP-EU Joint Assembly, 

meeting in Luxembourg from 23 to 26 September 1996, 

A. having regard to its previous resolutions on Small Island States, climate change and the 
environment adopted in Libreville (Gabon) - (July 1994), Dakar (Senegal) -
(January/February 1995), Brussels (Belgium) -(September 1995) and Windhoek (Namibia) -
(March 1996) and to its earlier resolution on sustainable development adopted in Strasbourg 
(France)- (February 1994), 

B. recalling the resolutions and the programmes of action adopted by the Global Conference on 
the Sustainable Development of Small Island States (Bridgetown, Barbados, April/May 
1994), which specifically identified 'Climate Change and Sea Level Rise' as the priority 
environmental issue for Small Island States, 

C. also recalling the report of the first session of the Conference ofParties to the Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, held in Berlin (Germany) from 28 March to 7 April 1995 and 
the proposals for a Protocol of the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), which was 
formed as a result of the environmental concerns of small island developing states, whose 
very existence is threatened by the impacts of climate change 

D. drawing attention to the Ministerial Declaration adopted at the second session ofthe 
Conference ofParties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(Geneva, July 1996) which recognized and endorsed the Second Assessment Report ofthe 
IPCC as currently the most comprehensive and authoritative assessment of the science of 
climate change, its impact and response options~ and noting its findings, in particular the 
confirmation of human influence on the global climate and instructed that negotiations on a 
Protocol to encompass the remit of_the Berlin Mandate be accelerated, 

1 Adopted by the ACP-EU Joint Assembly on 26 September 
1996 in Luxembourg. 
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E. recalling in this regard that the World's Bank's views has concluded that better environmental 
management is a necessity for improved health standards, more equitable development, 
economic growth and poverty alleviation, 

F. welcoming the conclusions on climate change of the June 1996 meeting of the Environment 
Council of the European Union, especially the reaffirmation ofthe Community's strong 
preference for a Protocol to advance the implementation of the Berlin Mandate and of its 
intent to reduce greenhouse gas emissions significantly after the year 2000, appreciating its 
attempt to define a dangerous level of climatic change but emphasizing that global average 
temperatures of two degrees above pre-industrial levels are an unacceptably high level, 

G. taking note of the recent WHOIWMO!UNEP Report on Climate Change and Human Health, 
which concludes that climate change is likely to disturb various natural and ecological 
systems, thus triggering a host of mostly adverse effects on human health, and to impact on 
agriculture, ocean fisheries and the emergence, resurgence and transmission of infectious 
diseases, including tropical vector-borne diseases, and their extension to previously 
unaffected areas, 

H. drawing attention to the view of forest experts that the decrease in the world's rainforests is 
affecting the global climate, while at the same time the climate change is affecting the forests, 

I having heard the testimony of the experts and invited speakers at the Hearing on Climate 
Change and the resultant environmental and health problems which are specifically associated 
with small island states on 25 September 1996, which emphasized in particular· 

(i) the dangers posed by changes in the world's climate for human health, 

(ii) the significant increase in recent years in the frequency and severity of hurricanes and 
cyclones in the Caribbean, Pacific and the Indian Ocean regions, the threat these pose to 
life and, property and their impact on social and economic development, including 
agriculture and tourism, 

(iii) bio-diversity under threat and fragile ecosystems, 

J. knowing and deeply concerned that the increase in concentrations and emissions of 
greenhouse gases, including human-induced chlorofluorocarbons, will result in further 
warming of the earth and that this increase in the average surface temperature will have far
reaching consequences for rainfall patterns, sea-levels, the volatility of climate conditions and 
thus for rainforests, land use, coastal flooding and erosion, agriculture, human health etc. 
with all the attendant social disruption, 

K recognizing the obligations of ACP/EU States in respect of the protection and enhancement 
of the Environment as provided under Part 2 Title 1 of the Lome Convention (revised), 
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1. Extends its appreciation to the Co-Presidents, the experts from affected ACP Small Island 
States and other invited speakers for their contributions in the Hearing on Climate Change; 

2. Welcomes the decision to create a Working Group to assess the impact of climate change on 
all the ACP Small Island States and propose strategies for heightening international 
awareness of the dangers posed by climate change to their fragile eco-systems and economies 
and to the health of their peoples; 

3. Deplores the fact that the European Union can probably not reach its self-imposed target for 
C02 reduction; 

4 Calls on the European Commission and the Member States of the European Union to do 
everything to achieve a reduction of C02, including tax reform (combining a C02/energy tax 
and the reduction of other taxes); 

5. Welcomes the report ofthe Commission on the action taken pursuant to its previous appeals 
to the European Community, its Member States and the Commission in respect of: 

(i) continued assistance to the Caribbean, Pacific and Indian Ocean countries hit by 
hurricanes and cyclones in 1994 and 1995, 

(ii) the options for achieving the 'Toronto target'; 

(iii) the updating of its climate change strategy for the period post-2000 to achieve 
significant reductions in emissions in climate change gasses over the coming decades; 

(iv) its assistance to ACP Small Island States on a regional basis, under separate and 
specific EDF allocation outside their National Indicative Programmes and Regional 
Indicati'<e Programmes, in strengthening their disaster monitoring and preparedness 
programmes, including strategies and measures for adaption to climate change and 
lessening of the impact of its consequential effects on their environment, 

(v) its acceleration of the transfer of appropriate technologies and practices to enable ACP 
Sates to develop coastal zone management strategies and to rehabilitate and protect areas 
affected by drought and desertification as well as by hurricanes and floods; 

6 Deplores, however, the fact that measures for the protection of the climate were not 
sufficiently funded with resources from the EDF; 

7. Appeals to the Commission and the ACP countries to ensure that every project must be 
environmentally compatible and respect especially the protection of the climate; 

8 Calls on all Member States of the European Union and the ACP countries to do everything 
possible to ensure that the AOSIS protocol is adopted in Kyoto; 
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9. Calls on the contracting parties to the Climate Change Convention to pay greater attention to 
the important role which forests play in regulating climatic patters at the local, regional and 
global levels, 

10. Follows with interest the work ofthe Intergovernmental Panel on Forests (IPF) and urges 
this forum to place greater emphasis on the root causes of deforestation, such as 
inequitable land tenure systems and the overconsumption of forest products; 

11. Again urges the developed partners of the Lome Convention to take the lead in 
combating climate change and the adverse effects thereof in line with the principle that the 
world's climate and ecological system should be 'protected for the benefit of present and 
future generations of humankind'; 

12. Recognizes that, because of ecological and climatic conditions, only certain specific crops 
are suitable for cultivation in small island States and that such crops are not only 
environment-friendly but also help to deal with the problems of flooding, pollution and 
erosiOn; 

13. Urges that the strategies and measures to assist ACP Small Island States in adapting to 
climate change and lessening the impact of its effects on their environment should be 
backed up by sufficient resources, exploiting fully the range of physical assets ofthe 
islands' economies in the way which is most environmentally friendly and which in the 
long term will contribute to stabilizing and reducing human impact on the global climate; 

14. Requests the Commission to keep the Joint Assembly informed of its implementation of 
the recommendations of this resolution; 

15. Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EU Council, the 
Commission, the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), the South Pacific Forum, 
Cariforum, the ICDCS, theW AEC and the Indian Ocean Commission. 
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ANNEX VI 
Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) 

Members states (as at 1 September 1996) 

Atlantic 
1. Cape Verde* 
2. Guinea- Bissau 
3. Sao Tome and Principe 

Caribbean 
4. Antigua and Barbuda* 
5. Bahamas 
6. Barbados* 
7. Belize* 
8. Cuba* 
9. Dominica* 

10. Grenada* 
11. Guyana* 
12. Jamaica* 
13. St. Kitts and Nevis* 
14. St. Lucia* 
15. St. Vincent and the Grenadines 
16. Suriname 
17. Trinidad and Tobago* 

Indian Ocean 
18. Comoros* 
19. Maldives* 
20. Mauritius* 
21. Seychelles* 

Mediterranean 
22. Cyprus 
23. Malta* 

Pacific 
24. Cook Islands*# 
25. Federated States of Micronesia* 
26. Fiji* 
27. Kiribati*# 
28. Marshal Islands* 
29. Nauru*# 
30. Niue*# 
31. Palau 
32. Papua New Guinea* 
33. Samoa* 
34. Solomon Islands* 
35. Toga# 
36. Tuvalu*# 
37. Vanuatu* 

South China Sea 
38. Singapore 

Observers# 
1. American Samoa 
2. Guam 
3. Netherlands Antilles 
4. US Virgin Islands 

.. 

# 

Parties to the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change 

Not members of the United Nations 

AOSIS is an alliance of small mostly developing island states which share common objectives 
on environmental and sustainable development matters. The alliance was formed during the 
Second World Climate Conference in 1990 and comprise small island and low -lying coastal 
states. Countries of the group are particularly vulnerable to the adverse consequences of 
climate change such as sea level rise, coral bleaching, and the increased frequency and intensity 
of tropical storms. 
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A OS IS 
ARM 
C02 

COP 
GOP 
GEF 
GHG 
GNP 
ICM 
IOC 
IPCC 
IUCN 

Abbreviations 

Alliance of Small Island States 
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement 
Cabon dioxide 
Conference of the Parties 
Gross Domestic Product 
Global Environment Facility 
Green House Gasses 
Gross National Product 
Integrated coastal management 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission 
International Panel on Climate Change 
World Conservation Union 

NCPs National Communication Plans 
OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 
PICCAP Pacific Islands Climate Change Assistance Programme 
SIDS Small Island Developing States 
SLR Sea Level Rise 
SPREP South Pacific Regional Environment Programme 
UNCED United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (1992) 
UNDP United Nations Development Programme 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme 
UNESCO United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
WMO World Meteorological Organization 
WWF World Wide Fund for Nature 
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The following publications have appeared in the External Economic Relations Series: 

No 1 ( 1 0/1989): L 'Association europeenne de libre- echange et le marche unique 
communautaire. FR 

No 2 ( 1 0/1990): Third World Debt - Analyses. All official languages. 

NoW 1 (1/1992): Structural adjustment in the ACP States and the role of the Community
Achievements and Prospects. EN/FR/DE/ES 

NoW 2 (3/1992): Trade between the new German Lander and the former COMECON countries 
in Europe - Development, Problems and Prospects. EN/FR/DE 

NoW 3 (11 /1993): Stimulating Economic Growth: the Recovery Programmes in the European 
Community, Japan and the United States. EN 

NoW 4 (9/1993): Agreement on the European Economic Area - Background and Contents. EN 

No W 5 ( 1 0/1993): International dual- use technology transfer - CO COM and the EC. EN/FR 

No W 6 ( 12/1993): The European Community and the Association of South- East Asian Nations 
(ASEAN). EN 

No W 7 ( 1 /1994): Economic Interdependence - New Policy Challenges. EN 

No W 8 (6/1994): Demography and Development, Public Hearing held by the Committee on 
Development and Cooperation. EN/FR 

No W 9 ( 11 /1995): The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and its relations with the European 
Union. EN 

NoW 10 (7/1995): APEC: The Asia Pacific Cooperation Forum. EN/Nl 

No W 11 ( 1 /1996): The Fourth Lome Convention - After the 1995 mid- term review. DE/EN/FR 

NoW 12 (3/1996): The Dynamics of Economic Change in Asia. EN 

NoW 13 (6/1996): Regional Economic Cooperation and Integration in Africa. DE/EN/FR 

NoW 14 (1 /1997): Proposal for a Directive Relating to Cocoa and Chocolate Products. EN/FR 

E 1 (8/1995): The World Trade Organization and the EC. EN/DE/FR/Nl 
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